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APPENDIX 1 

MIXING ZONE AND DISPERSION THEORY 

MIXING ZONE THEORY 

Regardless of how an effluent is discharged, the effluent will be mixed with the 

receiving stream in several distinct hydraulic mixing zones, as illustrated in Figure A1-1.  

These zones can be described as follows: 

1. Jet Momentum or Entrainment Zone (JMZ) – mixing occurs almost 

exclusively due to the energy or initial momentum of the effluent 

discharge; 

1A. Restratification Zone – the plume restratisfies due to residual density 

differences (seldom occurs); 

2. Buoyant or Density Spreading Zone (BSZ) – transition zone where mixing 

occurs due to residual excess effluent energy (momentum), density 

gradient between the effluent and the river, and ambient river diffusion; 

and 

3. Far-Field Zone – longitudinal, lateral, and vertical mixing due to ambient 

river diffusion alone. 

1. Jet Momentum Zone 

In regulatory language, the JMZ is commonly referred to as the Zone of Initial 

Dilution (ZID), or the zone of rapid and immediate mixing.  The ZID, or JMZ, is where 

the maximum reduction in effluent concentration occurs.  The size of the JMZ is directly 

related to the difference between the initial effluent velocity and the ambient river 

velocity (in the discharge area), the geometry of the discharge structure, the initial 

densimetric Froude number, and the initial density gradient between the effluent and the 

river.  Lee and Jirka (1980) define this near-field mixing zone as occurring within a 
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distance described by them as “of order of the diffuser length” (i.e., meaning within ½ to 

1½ diffuser length) downstream from the discharge structure, for low to stagnant ambient 

currents.  Higher ambient velocities can extend the near-field mixing zone to distances 

greater than one diffuser length. 

1A. Restratification Zone 

Once the effluent plume has lost its jet momentum into the receiving stream, the 

remaining density differences between the plume and the river can cause the plume to 

restratisfy or form a density wedge.  This can occur for strongly positively or negatively 

buoyant plumes, but generally not for plumes that are essentially neutral in density 

following the JMZ.  The effect of restratification is to restrict the exchange of new water 

with the plume through physical density gradients. 

2. Buoyant Spreading Zone 

Dispersion processes in the BSZ arise due to the buoyant forces caused by the 

density difference of the mixed flow relative to the ambient density (Fickian diffusion).  

Buoyant spreading, defined as “the horizontally transverse spreading of the mixed 

effluent flow while it is being advected downstream by the ambient current” (Doneker 

and Jirka, 1990), will normally not occur in the cases of weakly-buoyant or non-buoyant 

plumes.  The buoyant spreading region occurs between the JMZ or restratification zone 

and the far-field zone, and is a difficult to define zone of transition. 

3. Far-field Zone 

Far-field dispersion is totally dependent upon, and driven by, ambient river 

diffusion.  Parameters such as river velocity, morphology, and lateral and vertical 

dispersion coefficients, determine the rate and extent of ambient diffusion.  Eventually, 

the effluent will become completely mixed laterally and vertically across the river by the 

far-field dispersive forces.  The distance to total mixing with the river is usually 

measured in miles, rather than in feet.  The total regulatory mixing zone encompasses a 

portion of the total far-field mixing zone.  Based on this study, the Noveon regulatory 

total mixing zone extends somewhere between 553 feet and 1,090 feet downstream from 

the diffuser. 
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ANALYTICAL APPROACHES TO MIXING ZONE THEORY PROJECTIONS 
OF PLUME DISPERSION 

In general, there are two broad approaches to analyzing diffuser dispersion 

performance: 1) Independent Analysis of each zone, calibrating against field data, and 

applying best engineering judgment, theory, and experience on a case-by-case basis; or 2) 

employing an “Expert System” approach, such as CORMIX 2.  The analytical processes 

of both approaches are illustrated in Figures A1-2 and A1-3. 

In the “Independent Analysis” approach, presented in Figure A1-2, well 

established theoretical and experimental hydraulic principles are used to evaluate the 

impacts on dispersion of each zone (where applicable).  This approach permits 

correlation of theory with “the real world,” by allowing calibration of modules to site-

specific field conditions.  Essentially, if theory predicts “oranges,” but one observes 

“apples” in the field, then allowance must be made for the impacts of field conditions on 

the predictions.  Models and theory are functions of idealized conditions, and cannot 

account for all possible actual conditions.  Calibration and interpretation, using 

experience and engineering judgement, become necessary at each step in the analytical 

process. 

Using the Expert System approach, as in Figure A1-3, appears to simplify the 

process considerably.  Unfortunately, all calculations and theory are locked inside the 

model, and calibration to field conditions is made virtually impossible.  If situations 

approaching ideal conditions are encountered, the expert system can be a reliable tool.  

However, the further a site departs from “ideal” conditions, then the less reliable and 

accurate the results obtained from the Expert System approach will be. 

In the following pages, the approaches to analyzing diffuser performance 

illustrated in Figures A1-2 and A1-3 are explored in greater detail and evaluated for the 

appropriateness for the Noveon site.  An approach is selected and then used for model 

calibration and model projections at a critical condition. 
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INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS APPROACH 

Near-Field Bulk Dispersion Estimate 

The near-field bulk dispersion estimate provides a reality check to compare with 

results from various other analyses, such as the “Expert System” approach. 

Dispersion, S, also called mixing, is defined as: 

sampleineffluentofvolume
sampletheofvolumetotalS =  (A1-1) 

Steady-state conditions are assumed in river analyses, hence flow, mass, or 

concentration can be used in place of volume in this definition of dispersion.  The mixing 

that occurs in the JMZ (near-field) can be crudely estimated by a bulk dispersion analysis 

of a one-second snap-shot of the system, as shown in Figure A1-4.  During the one-

second interval being studied, the effluent mixes with the volume of water that passes 

over the discharge.  Changing Equation A6-1 into a usable format with variables yields 

the following equation: 

eff

riveff

Q
QQ

S
+

=  (A1-2) 

where: S =  Dispersion (__:1, dimensionless) 
Qriv =  river flow (ft3/sec, or volume/time) 
Qeff =  effluent flow (ft3/sec, or volume/time.) 

By plugging values measured in the field into equation A1-2, an estimated bulk 

dispersion in the JMZ can be calculated. 
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This analysis assumes complete mixing and ignores entrainment of water from the 

side and from behind the diffuser.  In actuality, the relatively high velocity of the effluent 

exiting the diffuser (compared to ambient velocity) creates a “vacuum” and entrains, or 

pulls, water into the plume from bordering waters, as illustrated in Figure A1-5.  This 

entrained water has the effect of increasing dispersion, as more water is made available 

for the effluent to mix with. 

The bulk dispersion analysis presented above is an oversimplification of a quite 

complex plume development and mixing process.  However, it is a “back of the 

envelope” method to estimate the order of magnitude of achievable dispersion.  Actually, 

diffuser effluent flow induced entrainment of additional waters can typically increase 

dispersion 10% to 30%, or more, over the dispersion available due to river water passing 

directly over the diffuser.  The initial plume behavior, and hence the resultant JMZ 

dispersion, is dependent upon the stability of the plume in the receiving body of water.  

Two general methods of solving for dispersion (that account for entrainment) exist for a 

multiport diffuser with a flowing ambient current: 

1. Unstable discharge domain (shallow-water conditions) where flow 

recirculation and breakdown occur; and 

2. Stable discharge domain (deep-water conditions). 

In order to determine whether an unstable plume analysis or a stable plume 

analysis technique is appropriate for determining effluent dispersion, the plume stability 

must first be determined. 
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Plume Stability Analyses 

Discharge flow patterns in the immediate diffuser vicinity are strongly dependent 

upon a combination of ambient conditions, discharge characteristics, and diffuser 

geometry.  The purpose of plume stability analysis is to predict under what combination 

of conditions the effluent plume will exhibit stable or unstable characteristics.  The 

stability classification, when compared to observed field plume behavior, can give 

credence to, or disqualify from application, the various predictive dispersion equations or 

computer models available. 

The definitions of stability and instability given by Jirka (1982) illustrate two 

broad classes of expected flow behavior, depending on the combination of factors as 

mentioned above: 

A stable near field is defined as one in which a buoyant surface layer is 
formed which does not communicate with the initial buoyant jet 
zone…The near field is defined as unstable whenever the layered flow 
structure breaks down in the discharge vicinity, resulting in recirculating 
zones or mixing over the entire water depth…” 

In simple terms, a stable plume is one which propagates downstream in a well-

defined conical fashion, growing in size until the effluent is mixed top-to-bottom over the 

entire water column.  A stable plume is typically described by a Gaussian profile, as 

illustrated in Figure A1-6.  An unstable plume, on the other hand, will demonstrate a 

turbulent, and sometimes oscillatory, centerline trajectory with a tendency to mix top-to-

bottom within a very short distance (on the order of one diffuser length) downstream 

from the diffuser.  An unstable plume may appear as in Figure A1-6.  Vlachos has used 

the analogy of a garden hose discharging into a swimming pool (stable plume, slowly 

mixing), or into a one-gallon bucket (unstable plume, rapid and turbulent complete 

mixing) to illustrate the concept of plume stability.  The various mathematical equations 

that have been proposed to calculate bulk dispersion rely on knowledge of plume 

stability.  The Adams (1982) equation for bulk dispersion, for instance, is valid for 

shallow water plumes which are mixed top-to-bottom.  By extension to the definition of 

stability, the Adams bulk dispersion analysis is applicable only to unstable plume 

situations.  CORMIX2 incorporates a rigorous flow classification scheme, categorizing 
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the flow into one of 31 classes, depending on plume momentum and buoyancy as well as 

ambient velocity and depth.  If the plume is stable, dispersion is calculated by simulating 

the plume as a two-dimensional wall jet (plane source).  If the plume is unstable (and the 

diffuser is unidirectionally co-flowing), CORMIX2 calculates bulk dispersion based on 

the equations developed by Adams (1982).  DKHW always assumes a stable plume, and 

approximates a Gaussian distribution for projecting the effluent dispersion. 

Holley and Jirka have described a stable plume as presented in Figure A1-7.  The 

longitudinal cross-section that is presented in Figure A1-7 is fairly representative of the 

plume from Noveon’s diffuser.  The plume during the field study was fully mixed in the 

water column at the end of the jet mixing/buoyant spreading zone before the far field 

mixing zone. 

Early work in dispersion modeling dealt primarily with positively buoyant 

plumes, such as those emanating from cooling water discharges.  A stability criterion 

reported by Jirka (1982) during this early work, and still widely used is: 

54.0
*

cos*
* 3/23/2

=
+

+
Hp

mm
Hp

m

o

ooa

o

o θ  (A1-3) 

where: mo = discharge momentum flux 
ma = ambient momentum flux 
po = buoyancy flux 
H = water depth 
θo = discharge angle 

If the left hand side (LHS) of equation A1-3 is greater than or equal to 0.54, then 

the plume is said to be unstable.  A closer examination of Equation A1-3 shows that both 

the discharge momentum flux and any ambient momentum flux act as destabilizing 

agents.  The tendency to instability is further increased if the discharge momentum also 

has a horizontal component (mo*cos Θo). 

A slightly different form of Equation A1-3 is used by Adams (1982) and Jirka 

(1973, 1982). 
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Again, the criterion for instability is if the LHS of Equation A1-4 is greater than or equal 

to 0.54. 

The CORMIX2 computer model, developed by Akar and Jirka (1991), uses 

modified forms of Equation A1-4 in their rigorous flow classification scheme, depending 

on plume buoyancy.  As stated previously, most early work dealt only with positively 

buoyant plumes.  In the case of positively buoyant plumes, an ambient current 

momentum flux (ma) will tend to accelerate the spreading of the plume, and promote 

rapid top-to-bottom mixing.  In this sense, ambient momentum flux does play a 

destabilizing role, and thus ma is added to the LHS of Equations A1-3 and A1-4.  In the 

case of negatively buoyant plumes, however, an ambient current will act more in a 

stabilizing role; that is, an ambient current will moderate the tendency of the jet plume to 

oscillate and mix rapidly top-to-bottom.  The following stability criterion from 

CORMIX2 accounts for the difference in plume and ambient densities, as well as the 

height of the diffuser from the water body floor: 
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NEGATIVE: ( )
54.0
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cos1*
3/2

22
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−+
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o

aoo θ  (A1-6) 

where: ho = elevation of discharge port above bottom 

The significant difference between Equation A1-4 and Equations A1-5 and A1-6 

is the role played by the ambient momentum flux (ma): that is, whether ma is stabilizing 

(+ma) or destabilizing (-ma). 

It is instructional to determine the theoretical stability of the Noveon plume, as it 

existed during the October field study.  The effluent plume did not immediately mix top-

to-bottom, as would have been expected if the plume had been unstable.  Rather, 

dispersion was accomplished gradually, with the effluent plume surfacing approximately 
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20 feet downstream from the diffuser.  The plume was mixed top to bottom within 100 

feet downstream of the diffuser, however.  The plume appears to have been stable, 

especially if one considers the ambient water depth, the river current and the discharge 

exit velocity.  It is interesting to compare this intuitive plume classification to the 

theoretical classification computed by Equation A1-6. 

( ) stableunstable
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mm

o

aoo =≥=⇒<
−+ 54.0,54.0

*
cos1*

3/2

22θ  

where: ma = ambient momentum flux qo = volume flux 
 = ua

2H  = Qo/LD 
 = (0.45 ft/sec)2*(11 ft)  = (2.00 ft3/sec)(15 ft) 
 = 2.2275 ft3/sec2  = 0.133 ft2/sec 
ua = ambient current velocity LD = diffuser length 
H = water depth Qo = total discharge flow 
go’  = initial buoyant acceleration g = acceleration of gravity 
 = g(ρa-ρo)/ ρa  
 = 32.2 ft/sec2 * (62.36-62.77)/ 62.36 
 = -0.212 ft/sec2

 

ρa, ρo = ambient, discharge density 
 
mo = discharge momentum flux po = buoyancy flux 
 = qouo  = qogo’ 
 = (0.133)*(10.24)  =(0.133)*(-0.212) 
 = 1.36 ft3/sec2  = -0.028 ft3/sec2 
qo = discharge port exit velocity, ft/sec 
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Since the LHS of Equation A1-6 is greater than the criterion of 0.54, theory 

predicts that the plume is unstable.  However, the field measurements showed that the 

plume had more of a stable plume geometry at the first two stations downstream, 20 and 

37 feet.  The discrepancy with the theoretical calculation is in part because the LHS of 

Equation A1-6, although greater than 0.54, was on the same order of magnitude as 0.54.  

Real world plumes behave more like the theoretical calculation when the numbers are 

orders of magnitude apart.  Additionally, the effects of ambient and effluent temperatures 

have not been accounted for here which would tend to bring the effluent and River 

densities closer. 

JMZ Stable Plume Analysis 

Adams (1982), Jirka (1982), and Holley and Jirka (1986) present analyses based 

on Adams’s (1982) work, that takes the simple bulk dispersion a step further by 

accounting for back entrainment.  The Holley and Jirka equation is: 

5.0

2
2 cos2

2
1

2
1











++= o

o

o

q
HmVVS θ  (A1-7) 

where: S = bulk dispersion (__:1, dimensionless); 
V = volume flux ratio, or ambient mixing due to ambient current; 
 = uaH/qo 
H = water depth (ft); 
qo = discharge flux per unit length (ft2/sec2); 
 = uoao/L; 
mo = momentum flux (ft3/sec2); 
 = uo

2ao/L; 
L = port spacing (ft); 
ao = port area; 
uo = port exit velocity (ft/sec); and 
θo = port discharge angle. 

It should be noted that Adams calculates the discharge momentum flux as a 

function of the total diffuser length, whereas Holley and Jirka define this discharge 

momentum flux as a function of port spacing.  For long diffusers, these two methods give 

similar results.  The Noveon diffuser is not a long diffuser, however, so care should be 

taken when calculating with this equation.  The port spacing is 3 feet, and the effective 
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diffuser length is 12 feet.  The dispersion predicted by this equation during the study is 

calculated by plugging values into Equation A1-7. 
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The actual dispersion achieved during the diffuser performance study was 39.8:1, 

which is an increase of approximately a 9% increase over the dispersion predicted by 

Equation A1-7.  This slight increase over the predicted dispersion is in keeping with 

previous diffuser performance studies. 

The Equation that was developed by Adams, which is not included here, results in 

a dispersion of 36.31.  Thus, according to the Holley and Jirka model, a dispersion of 

36.37 could have been achieved within about the first 12 to 18 ft (1 to 1.5 diffuser 

lengths) downstream from the diffuser.  This dispersion is approximately a 15% increase 
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in the dispersion predicted by Equation A1-2.  The 15% increase in dispersion is the 

result of entrainment of additional water by the plume.  As ambient river velocity 

decreases, the effect of entrainment is magnified, and can approach 100% of the 

dispersion at zero river velocities.  The measured values showed a dispersion of 39.8 was 

achieved at 20.5 feet downstream from the diffuser.  This is approximately a 9% increase 

over the value predicted by Equation A1-7.  This is a result of more water being entrained 

than is predicted by this model.  Reducing ambient flow to zero in Equation A1-7 reduces 

the volume flux ratio, V, also to zero.  Thus, the dispersion that occurs at this condition is 

entirely dependent upon entrainment, as shown by the following equation: 
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The unstable plume analysis for high ambient currents gives results close to the 

simple bulk dispersion analysis because entrainment becomes a minor percentage of the 

water in the JMZ, in comparison to the total volume of water crossing directly over the 

diffuser. 

JMZ Stable Plume Dispersion Analysis 

There are two separate computer models that can be used to predict stable plume 

dispersion: 1) DKHW (Frick, et al., 199); and 2) CORMIX2.  DKHW projects the stable 

plume as increasing Gaussian cones until plumes merge, whence it reverts to a power 

profile analysis.  CORMIX2 projects the plumes as a series of merged rectangular area 

source that widens vertically through the entire water depth. 

DKHW computes a plume centerline maximum concentration as well as a flux 

average dispersion (FAD).  In the JMZ, the FAD is the average dispersion across the 

plume face.  The plume face can be defined as the width of the diffuser plus one water 

depth, at the distance where plume height equals water depth.  Shirazi and Davis (1974) 

and Prych (1977) suggested that the average concentration across a Gaussian plume can 

be estimated using (2)1/2σ (1.41σ) for plume boundaries (i.e., plume extending 1.41 

standard deviations).  This is equivalent to approximately 84% of the plume area (mass) 

in the JMZ (near-field).  Once the plume has established its approximate Gaussian 

profile, the FAD computed by DKHW is approximately 75% of the centerline 

concentration where plume height equals water depth.  Prior to this point, the centerline 

concentration in DKHW can be 200% to 400% less than the FAD.  Therefore, the use of 

1.41σ provides a very conservative estimate for converting the observed centerline 

concentration to FAD concentrations for comparison with DKHW results. 

A normal Gaussian distribution is illustrated in Figure A1-8, and is 

mathematically defined by the following expression: 

( )
2

2
1

2
1 







 −
−

= σ
µ

πσ

x

exf  A1-9 
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where: f(x) = value of the normal distribution at any point; 
σ = standard deviation; 
x =  
µ = mean. 

Transforming the equation yields: 

( )
( )2

2
1

2
1 z

ezf
−

=
π

 A1-10 

An example of a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a variance of 1 is 

presented in Figure A1-8.  The maximum value of f(z) occurs at z = 0, or at the 

centerline.  This corresponds with the peak plume concentration: 

( )

( ) 3989.00
2
10 0

=

==

f

ezfz
π  

This value thus represents 100% of the maximum value of f(z).  As stated earlier, 

several researchers have defined the Gaussian effluent plume in the JMZ as extending to 

√2σ (z = ±1.41, or at 1.41 standard deviations): 

( )
( )

( ) 1476.041.1
2
141.1 2

41.1 2

=

==
−

f

ezfz
π  

The value of the normal distribution at the edge of plume is at f(1.41), which 

represents 37% of the maximum value as calculated by: 

( )
( ) 37.0

3989.0
1476.0

0
41.1

==
f

f  

The FAD is calculated by recognizing that the area under the curve for z = ±1.41 

accounts for 84.14% of the total area of the standard normal distribution f(z) (from 

standard normal distribution tables).  Therefore, the normal distribution mass (area under 

the curve) represented by the area of ±1.41σ can be approximated as a rectangular of 

equivalent area, with a width of ±1.41σ and a height calculated as follows: 
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FAD
Width
AreaHeight ≡=  

where: Area = defined from normal distribution tables for 2σ; and 
Width = 2σ (i.e., 2 * 1.41) 

( ) 2984.0
41.12

8414.0
==FAD  

Consequently, in this case the FAD corresponds to the average height of f(z) 

between z = ±1.41. 

The concept of FAD and “equivalent area” and “average box height” are 

illustrated in Figure A1-9. 

The FAD represents 74.81% of the maximum centerline value (0.2984 / 0.3989 = 

0.7481).  Therefore, the maximum centerline concentration (or minimum centerline 

dispersion) divided by 0.7481 gives the FAD across the plume face.  The dispersion at 

the edge of the plume is calculated as the minimum centerline dispersion divided by 0.37.  

This analysis allows translation between observed maximum centerline concentrations to 

finite edge of plume limits and to a flux average concentration in the main body of the 

plume. 

Restratification 

Once the effluent plume has lost its jet momentum into the receiving stream, the 

remaining density differences between the plume and the river can cause the plume to 

restratify, which would cause slower dispersion in the field.  This could occur for 

strongly positively or negatively buoyant plumes.  Holley and Jirka (1986) and Akar and 

Jirka (1991) give equations for determining if restratification will occur.  From Holley 

and Jirka, restratification will occur if the densimetric Froude number is less than a 

critical value as follows: 

7.06.0
'

to
Hg

ua <  (A1-11) 
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where: ua = ambient velocity (ft/sec); 
|g’| = buoyant acceleration (ft/sec2); 
 = |g ∆ ρ / ρa|; 
∆ ρ = | ρa – ρ| / S 
ρa = ambient density; 
g = acceleration due to gravity (ft/sec2) 
 = 32.2 ft/sec2; 
S = dispersion at the end of the JMZ, adjusted by FAD; 
S = SJMZ/0.7481 
H = water depth (ft). 

Hence, for Equation A1-11: 

( )( )

( ) ( )( )

( )

cationrestratifiNo
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ρρρ

ρρ

 

Since the densimetric Froude number is greater than the criterion, no 

restratification is expected and none was observed during the study.  Because the plume 

comes to the surface before beginning to fall, this ensures adequate mixing top-to-bottom 

within the water column, which helps minimize the chance of restratification. 

Buoyant Spreading Zone or Transition Zone 

Once the plume has lost the majority of its jet momentum (outside the near-field 

mixing zone), the residual buoyancy outside the near-field mixing zone can induce lateral 
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spreading perpendicular to the ambient flow.  Adams (1982) and Lee and Jirka (1980) 

discuss the shape of the plume at the end of the JMZ.  At low to stagnant currents, the 

effluent plume will contract due to side entrainment of the receiving water into the 

plume, as shown previously in Figure A1-5, to a width equivalent to about one-half the 

diffuser length.  At higher ambient velocities, this entrainment becomes negligible and 

the plume width at the end of the JMZ is on the order of one diffuser length. 

At the end of the JMZ, the plume maintains some excess velocity over the 

ambient river velocity.  In this intermediate zone, the excess velocity and the slight 

buoyancy differences between the plume and the ambient waters cause the plume to 

spread laterally.  As the plume slows to ambient velocities (e.g., due to boundary friction 

with the bottom), passive ambient diffusion or far-field mixing becomes the dominant 

mixing force.  Lee and Jirka (1980) developed an analysis to compute buoyant spreading 

in this transition zone between the JMZ and the far-field. 

The residual plume velocity at the end of the JMZ can be calculated by the 

following equation: 

HL
QSu

D

ei
i

2
=  (A1-12) 

where: ui = plume velocity at the end of the JMZ (ft/sec); 
Si = Dispersion at the end of the jet momentum zone; 
Qe = Effluent flow in (ft3/sec); 
LD = Diffuser length (ft); 
H = Local water depth (ft). 

Thus, the plume velocity at the end of the JMZ during the October field study can 

be calculated using the following conditions: 

Si = 36.37/0.7481 = 48.62; 
Qe = 1.29 mgd = 2.00 cfs 
LD = 15 ft; 
H = 11 ft. 

cseftu

u

i

i

/179.1
11*15

00.2*62.48*2

=

=  
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For comparison, the ambient current was 0.45 ft/sec and the port exit velocity was 

10.165 ft/sec.  Thus, the plume had slowed from its exit velocity to about 1.179 ft/sec at 

the edge of the JMZ.  CORMIX2 predicts that the edge of the JMZ is 6 feet downstream 

from the diffuser (i.e., arbitrarily set at ½ diffuser length). 

The Lee and Jirka equations are for low to stagnant ambient velocities, which can 

be considered as around 0.25 ft/sec to 0.30 ft/sec (typical lower range for measuring 

velocity using a pygmy or Price AA current meter).  Calculations from these equations 

for river conditions with greater ambient velocities are considered an approximation, but 

the results are consistent with the intermediate zone decreasing in aerial extent or not 

existing at higher ambient velocities (river turbulence becomes more of a dominant 

factor.)  For the conditions existing during the October field study, a buoyant spreading 

region would be expected, since the ambient velocity in the area is approaching the 

minimum velocity.  The plume velocity, plume width, and plume dispersion can be 

calculated according to the Lee and Jirka equations. 

Intermediate zone mixing is driven by excess plume velocity and frictional 

interaction.  A realistic means of defining the end of the intermediate zone is to determine 

the distance at which the plume velocity has been reduced to approximately the ambient 

velocity.  A value of within ±5% of the ambient velocity, based on USGS discharge 

measurement techniques, is used to define the end of this intermediate zone.  That is, 

velocity measurements and subsequent flow calculations using a Price AA current meter 

can be made to ±2% to 10% accuracy with 5% being typical.  For instance, the average 

ambient velocity on October 25 was about 0.45 ft/sec, and therefore the end of the 

intermediate zone has been set at the distance where the plume velocity is 1.05 * 0.45 

ft/sec, or 0.47 ft/sec. 

The following equation is used to determine the plume velocity at the end of the 

buoyant spreading regions: 

( ) ( )[ ][ ] 5.0
11

−−−−− −+= ii xxxx
i eeuu φφ β  (A1-13) 
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where: u = velocity at the end of the BSZ (ft/sec); 
ui = velocity at the end of the JMZ (ft/sec); 
φ = fo / (8H); 
fo = Moody friction factor = 0.035; 
H = Local water depth; 
φ = 0.035 / (8 * 11); 
φ = 0.0003977 ft-1; 
x = distance downstream from xi; 
xi = distance at end of JMZ (ft); 
β = 2a2 / (Iibiφ); 
a2 = entrainment coefficient = 0.068; 
Ii = √π / 2; 
bi = 0.5 LD; 
LD = diffuser length = 15 ft. 

The objective is to determine the distance x when u is within 5% of the ambient 

river velocity.  Equation A1-13 was implemented on an Excel® spreadsheet, and through 

an iterative process, x was found to be 222 feet downstream from the edge of the JMZ, or 

228 feet downstream from the diffuser. 

The plume width at the end of an intermediate zone are calculated according to 

the following equation:  

( ) ( )[ ]ββφ −+= −− 1*ixx
i ebb  (A1-14) 

where: b = plume width at end of BSZ(ft); 
bi = plume width at the end of the JMZ (ft). 

The dispersion at the end of the BSZ can be calculated using the following 

equation: 

( )( )[ ] 5.0
11 ixx

i eSS −−−+= φβ  (A1-15) 

where: S = dispersion at end of BSZ; 
bi = dispersion at the end of the JMZ. 

CORMIX2 predicted a plume width of 9.777 feet at the end of the JMZ.  

Substituting this into Equation A1-14, yields a plume width at the end of the BSZ of 45 

feet.  Using the calculated FAD at the end of the JMZ of 48.62 in Equation A1-15 yields 

a dispersion of 100:1 at the end of the BSZ, 228 feet downstream from the JMZ. 
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The dispersion required within the mixing zone was 99:1, which is shown to be 

reached at the end of the buoyant spreading zone by this equation. 
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Illinois Department of 
Natural Resources 

""sa One Natural Resources Way • Springfield, Illinois 62702-1271 
~ http://dnr.state.il.us 

February 22, 2005 

SUBJECT: Application for Permit #20054006 

Noveon, Inc. 
15550 County Road 1450N 
Henry, Illinois 61537-9706 

Gentlemen: 

Rod R. Blagojevich, Governor 

Joel Brunsvold. Director 

Receipt of your application for an Illinois Department of Natural Resources, Office of Water 
Resources permit is acknowledged. Review of your proposed project to ensure its compliance 
with the Rivers, Lakes and Streams Act, 615 ILCS 5, will be completed by Office of Water 
Resources' permit engineer, Mike Diedrichsen (217/782-4426). No work on the project 
should be initiated until an IDNR/OWR permit has been received. 

We are forwarding a copy of your application for permit form to the Illinois Historic Preservation 
Agency (IHPA) for their review. In accordance with Section 4 of the Illinois State Agency 
Historic Resources Preservation Act, 20 ILCS 3420/4 (1994 State Bar EditionL and the 
resulting IHPA ''Rules for Review of State Agency Undertakings" (17 Ill. Adm. Code 4180), we 
are delegating to you responsibility to provide to IHPA any additional necessary documents 
regarding compliance of the project with the aforementioned Act. IHPA will contact you and this 
office regarding their jurisdiction within ;30 days of their receipt of the forwarded application 
form. If you have any questions in this regard, please contact IHPA at 217/785-5027. 

We are also providing a copy of your application to this agency's Office of Realty and 
Environmental Planning (OREP). Consultation with that office may be required regarding your 
project's compliance with the Illinois Endangered Species Protection Act, 520 ILCS 10 {1994 
State Bar Edition), and the resulting rules for "Consultation Procedures for Assessing Impacts 
of Agency Actions on Endangered and Threatened Species" ( 17 Ill. Adm. Code 1 075). If any 
further action regarding consultation is necessary, OREP will notify you within 30 days. 

You are also advised that OREP reviews U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Sect!ons 10 and 404 
permit activities. If your project requires a Corps permit, you may receive comments or 
recommendations from OREP, primarily related to the biological effects of the work, which may 
be outside the purview of the Illinois Department of Natural Resources, Office of Water 
Resources permrt process. 

Sincerely, 

Michael L. Diedrichsen, Acting Section Manager 
Downstate Regulatory Programs 

MLD:crw 
Enclosures 
cc: Illinois Historic PreservationriA~flfC~c~~P. recyclnble paper 

OREP w/encl. / 
AquAeTer, Inc. (Michael R. Corn, P.E. (IL), President) 
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JOINT APPLICATION FORM 
1. Appti~tlon Number (to h us~ned by ;~gency} 2. Date 3. For ~gtncy use only (O~te Re~celved) 

28 January 2005 
:) AN~~ ';>J 20oS'iOO~ Day Month Year 2oos 

.4, Nama 1nd address. of ~pplic,ant 5. Name, addnrs-s, and OUt of authoN.ed agent 

Dave Giffin Michael R. Corn, P.E. (IL), President 
Noveon, Inc. AquAeTer, Inc. 
1550 County Road 1450N 215 Jamestown Park, Suite 1 00 
Henry, Illinois 61537-9706 Brentwood, TN 37027 

TeSt phone no. during AIC {309} 364-9411 Telephone no. during AJC (615} 373-8532 
bu'Sineu hours AIC business hours /VC 

6:. Project Oeserf911on 1nd Ro~rits: 0-oscribe ln deuil lhe propos.ed utfvity, its purpose, and intt-nded us.. Atu Jndieate tN draina9e art..t at the waltl"$-hed to the downstrnm limit 
uu, an.acnments n ne:t:dta. 

Please see attachment 1 for a description of the propdsea actiVIty: z: D 
..., .... ~ ,.. · :~ 1 ; I~ ;S Oli:1CES ) -. "'· .. -

.., · ;· 
'I .. - ' "\ 

. ( ... , I~L I. i( ' 

- - ' ., : ., D~l'/ __ .. J 

-·-- - ·--- -----
Pt: ' l . - ·---- - ··-· 1 

Plb;b I; .: _ .. .. v . -. .. - ... 
7. No1mH, 01ddre·s.sc-s1 •nd tek!phone numb41rs of all ~cfjoining ~nd potef'ltLally .atfeC'ttd propeny ownors.. Tnc:ludlng tt'le Jubject property i'f djttt,.nt from o1ppli~nt. 

Property Owner: Downstream property owner: 

City of Henry Koch Nitrogen 

Daryl Fountain, Mayor Larry Martin 

426 East Park Row 1559 County Road 1400N 

Henry, Illinois 61537 Henry, Illinois 61537 

(309) 364-3056 (309) 364-3055 
I, Loc.~tion ot ~c:tivity 

Lt-gil 0•5-eription: 

Illinois River 
EY.W'h ·Sec 3- T13N·R10E-4PM Marshall Co , Illinois 

SEY. ·Sec 3- T13N·R10E-4PM Marshall Co, Illinois 

N~mf' ol W.Jiarw•y •t lontton ot the ;actMty ,,, Sec:. Twp. Rge. P.M. 

Addrt"SS:.: 1550 County Road 1450N 
Stroel. rood. or otl'ler ducriptive lo~liott 

Henry City of Hen[Y 
tn or nur city or town Name of local Govemlng Commun"Y 

Marshall Illinois 61537~9706 
County Stoto Zip Code 

9, O~tt acdvity ts prO-poMd tO CO'Mmf,AC'e June 1, 2005 Es.timo1fcd Time of ConJtruction j50 Days 

10.1s ~r.y portion o' tl'le aetMty lorwh~h ~uthoriz.atlon ls sought now complete? ___.X_ YH _No tf01nswer )s ~n· giva reuons In hem G. 

Month .and Ye.u tl\t :.c:tivi!y 'Ma$ romple:ted Estimated July 1957 lndialelhe t"\$ting wo~ on d~wings 

11. List an approvals or ccnif'IC"4nons ttqulred by olhe-r fede~~ lnterstiite, Of loc:•l "igenc.ie-s for any .stru;turu, ;onstruc:tkln, di5ch.uges. deposits, or other aC1ivitie-s described to this 
applieat.ion. If this form ls bth'lg used for conc:umtnt .1:pplkation to tt'le Co11Js of EnginHrs,llftnols Department of N.atur.~l ResourcH, and lllinots Environmental Prolection A.gency,thes.e 

agenc5ts nred not.,_ fi.sted. 

bsuf[!g agsn~:x TyPe Appro~l ldenllfiuJion No Oat~ of Apgllutlon IJal!:; of Aj2;2!0VJI 

Not Applicable 

12. ~s at'IV :agency dent.d approval for the aeUvity desctibtd herltln or for any .1ctivlty directly reb te-d to~ acti.vity described horetn?_Yes_L.No (K -vu· . up lain fn ltem 61) 

13. Application Is hereby made for authortutJons 

M;, c)vHV h,(~~ of tbe acUviHos described herein.. I c.ontfy 

that lam f-lmill.arwhh information contained 

In the app1ic;atlon, and lh.at to the best of my S19:n~~11.n of AI)Pik...te 01 ~tel Agcnc 
~ 

~ 

knowltdge ond t>ellel. •uoh lnlorm.olion I• 
'""'• com.P~t.o • .and ~ccurato~ I further unity 

th~t I po$.$en th• authority to undtltlke the 
Michael R. Corn, P.E. (IL) propo.s~td ;:.etivi11es. 

f~pftO# '""ted~.,~ Ot Al.lttiON..S ~~ 

I'<~KI"VK:"I-1.!() 

10 .·\l'G 95 IDNRJOWR COPY 
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ATTACHMENT 1- Answer to No. 6- Project Description 

Noveon has been ordered by the Illinois Pollution Control Board to install a multipart 
diffuser into the Illinois River at about lllinois River mile (IRM) 198. The order is 
presented in Attachment 2. The discharge will have an average flow of 1.3 million 
gallons per day (mgd) and a maximum flow of 1.75 mgd. The Noveon treated effluent is 
about 1 mgd on average and the City of Henry Publicly Owned Treatment Works 
(POTW) will also discharge through this diffuser at an average flow of around 0.3 mgd. 
The drainage area is approximately 13,543 square miles based on the USGS gage at 
Henry (IRM 196.0). 

Noveon has an effluent pipeline that runs from its wastewater treatment facility about !4 
mile south to the illinois River at about IRM 198. The pipeline discharges the Noveon 
treated effluent and the City of Henry POTW treated effluent through a single port 
diffuser that is located about 25 feet offshore in about 4 feet of water. The diffuser is 
pointed perpendicular to the river flow. 
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Illinois State Permit Applicants 

illinois State Law requires individuals to certify that they are not delinquent in the payment of 
child support before State agencies can accept applications for State pennits, certifications, etc. 
You must complete the following statement and include it with copies of the joint pennit 
applications you send to the illinois Department of Natural Resources and the lllinois 
Environmental Protection Agency. The Corps of Engineers does not require a copy of this 
statement. 

WARNING: Failure to fully complete one of the following certifications will result in rejection 
of this application. Making a false statement may subject you to contempt of court. 

I hereby certify, under penalty of peijury, that I am not more that 30 days' delinquent in 
complying with a child support order [5 ILCS 100/ I0-65(c)]. 

Applicant's Signature Applicant's Social Security Number 

I hereby certify, under penalty of peijury, that the permit applicant is a governmental or business 
entity and, therefore, not subject to child support payment requirements. 

Applicant's Name 

Applicant's Representative Signature and Title 
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JOINT APPLICATION FORM 
t Applkatlon NumiHtr (to be ••siGned by agen<Yl Z..D~\e l tor ~9tn~y aM only (01\e Reuived) 

28 Januar:y 2005 
Day Month Year 

4. Name- .and Dddrt.ss of applkant $. Name. eddrac.s., and title of authorized ag•nt 

Dave Giffin Michael R. Corn, P.E. (IL), President 
Noveon, Inc. AquAeTer, Inc. 
1550 County Road 1450N 215 Jamestown Park, Suite 100 
Henry, Illinois 61537-9706 Brentwood, TN 37027 

Telephont no. during IVC (309} 364-9411 Telephone no. dU-ring IVC (615} 373-8532 
bllsineu haul'$ IVC business hours IVC 

&. Proje<t DH<riptlon and R.,..rl<s: Describe In deb~ tho propo.std o<WIIy, its p~. >nd intended u ... Also irldkattthe d<a~ge OIU at the wattrshtd to the Clowt!fll<ltlltmot 
Use att~c:n.tnenu" nt.~. 

Please see attachment 1 for a description of the proposed activity. 

7. N.vnH., addrHses-. and te)e.phone numbe" of 011 adjoining and pottnWII)' anKted property oW'ntrJ. Jnduding the subject property if dilferent from applkant. 

Property Owner: Downstream property owner: 

City of Henry Koch Nitrogen 

Daryl Fountain, Mayor Larry Martin 

426 East Park Row 1559 County Road 1400N 

Henry, Illinois 61537 Henry, Illinois 61537 

(309) 364-3056 (309) 364-3055 
a. loeatkJn of ae!lvi1y 

LotgaiOts<lll'llo<l: 

Illinois River 
E'hW'h • Sctc 3- T13N·R tOE -'I PM MarshaU Co , lhrnots 

SEY. ·Sec 3-T13N-R10E-4PM Marshall Co, Illinois 

Name of w~lorway alloc-a;tlon of ti'Ht actlvfty ,,. SK. TWp. Rg•. P.M. 

Addru5-: 1550 County Road 1450N 
Strwtt1 road, or olher dn.~pttveloutMJn 

Henr:y City of Henr:y 
In or near chy or town Name of LOQI Gowtlling Conwru,~nlfY 

Marshall Illinois 61537-9706 
Count~ State ZJp Codt 

9 Date ae'livfly tS propo.sed to comme.nce June 1, 2005 EstN1.td T1mt of Const.tuc:tlon 150 Days 

10 I• ony ponlon of the ocllvity for which outhorlzollon is sought now complott7 1 Yes _ No tl answer is -vu• give reHOn5 in hom I. 

Month and Yur the acJivity wu c-omp .. ted Estimated July 1957 tndlc:att the eXJSting work on dnawlngs 

11. L.islallapptovi ts or c:r.rtir'tcalions required by other lede.-1. inten;\41•. or local agendes for any s:tNth.I"S.. con5INC1lon, dlKhargu. d~poslts, or olht.r aet.Mtles duc.rfbed In this 
•ppf~at1on, K thh: form is bfoipg -used for concurteot appUcation 1o the Corps of Engi~rs. mlnob Otpatt:ment ol t-at ural Ruou:rc:u, and IIKnols EnvWonrMn\al Prolectlon Agency. thHe 
agencies nHd not be- listccL 

bJMiDSI i1~25X T)fn Approval IIIIDI£gtis!.£! No. Qilt 11 atu!!i£•ttoo Qlll 2! !i!Rt!X!I 

Not Applicable 

tz. Hu illny ISJIMY dtntt4 approval for the actrvtty M<s.Qibed t..rein or for .any a ttNtry diRctty qi.Jtll"d to lhe aruvit)' chacntt.d herein7_Yn_J_No trr --vu·. upl~~ In llem 5) 

11 Application Is twreby made. ror authorlnulons 
of the ocllvltl"' dostrlbtd heroin l unHy 

that tom lamll~f wJ\h lflformallon contllned 

in the applkaUon,and tMt to the bost of my SIQ:Mtlilre OI~,..,~W.Uecl.,_ 

knowtedge and belitl. sud\ lnlorrnallon Ia 

1·N•• comp\t:le, and accurate~ tlunn.r cenlfr 

that I poJsess Uw authorty 1o undtl\lke tiM 

Michael R. Corn, P.E. (IL) ptopoHd ae1ivklu~ 

typed tM P~led HIIIN. •I Appllunl ur .-..r.tn:ortlN Agr.n1 

NL:J< .I'UJ<M 4l6 

10 AUG 95 APPLICANT1S COPY 
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ATTACHMENT 1 -Answer to No. 6 - Project Description 

Noveon has been ordered by the Illinois Pollution Control Board to install a multipart 
diffuser into the Illinois River at about Illinois River mile (IRM) 198. The order is 
presented in Attachment 2. The discharge will have an average flow of 1.3 million 
gallons per day (mgd) and a maximum flow of 1.75 mgd. The Noveon treated effluent is 
about 1 mgd on average and the City of Henry Publicly Owned Treatment Works 
(POTW) will also discharge through this diffuser at an average flow of around 0.3 mgd. 
The drainage area is approximately 13,543 square miles based on the USGS gage at 
Henry (IRM 196.0). 

Noveon has an effluent pipeline that runs from its wastewater treatment facility about lh 
mile south to the Illinois River at about IRM 198. The pipeline discharges the Noveon 
treated effluent and the City of Henry POTW treated effluent through a single port 
diffuser that is located about 25 feet offshore in about 4 feet of water. The diffuser is 
pointed perpendicular to the river flow. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD ORDER 
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Ncv-04-04 05:32pm From- ILL INIOS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 3128142473 

lLLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 
November 4, 2004 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

PETITION OF NOVEON, INC. FOR AN 
ADJUSTED STANDARD FROM 35 ILL. 
ADM. CODE 304.122 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

AS 02-5 
(Adjusted Standard) 

T-604 P. OOZ 

RICHARD J. KISSEL, MARK LATHAM. SHEll..A H. DEELY, GARDNER. CARTON & 
DOUGLAS, APPPEARED ON BEHALF OF PE!TTIONER; and 

DEBORAH J. WILLIAMS APPE.I\RED ON BEHALF OF THE ILL1NOIS 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. 

OPINION AND ORDER OF THE BOARD (byNJ. Melas): 

F-11 1 

Noveon,. Inc. (Noveon) is a specialty chemicals manufacturer, and requests relief from 
the Board's ammonia nitrogen effJuent limits as those limits pertain to Noveon's discharge of 
wastewater into the illinois River. On May 22, 2002, Noveon filed a pe~tion for an adjusted 
standard from 35 ill. Adm. Code 304.122. Noveon 's facility is located at 1550 County Road, 
850 North in Henry, northwestern Marshall County. In the petition, Noveon requested a hearing, 
which was held February 17, 18, and 19,2004. On June 18, 2003, the illinois Environmental 
Protection Agency (Agency) filed a recommendation that the Board deny Noveon's petition. 

This petition relates to Noveon' s National Pollutant Djscharge Elimination System 
(NPDES) permit appeal recently decided by the Board, docketed as Novcon. Inc. v. IEP A, PCB 
91-17. In the permit appeal, Noveon contested a condition imposed by the Agency requiring 
Nov eon to meet the ammonia effluent limit found at Section 304.122{b) of the Board's rules. 35 
TIL Adm_ Code 304_122(b ). Noveon states it filed tlris petition for an adjusted standard in the 
alternative to the NPDES permit appeaL Noveon requested that if the Board determined tba.t the 
Agency properly applied Section 304J22(b), the Board grant Noveon an adjusted standard from 
that section. Also assuming Section 304.122(b) applies, Nov eon requests that the Board grant 
Noveon a mixing zone calculated in accordance with federal and state regulations- Pet. at 2. 

On September 16, 2004, the Board issued a final opinion and ~rder affirming the 
Agency' s issuance ofNoveon's NPDES permit, finding that the Agency properly applied 
Section 304.122(b) to Noveon's effluent 

Based on the record before it, the Board finds tbat Noveon has provided sufficient 
justification for each of the Section 28.1 factors. Tbe Board grants Noveon·s petition for an 
adjusted standard from the Board's ammonia effluent limitation subject to conditions outlined in 
this order. 

ADJUSTED STANDARD PROCEDURE 
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The Environmental Protection Act (Act) (415 ILCS 5/1 et seq. (2002)) and Board rules 
provide that a petitioner may request, and the Board may grant, an environmental standard that is 
different from the generally applicable standard that would otheiWise apply to the petitioner and 
the regulated community. See 35 Til. Adm. Code 104.400(a). This is ca11ed an adjusted standard, 
The general procedures that govern an adjusted standard proceedil:Jg are found at Section 28.1 of 
the Act and Part 104, Subpart D of the Board's procedural rules. 415 ILCS 5/28.1 (2002); 35 Ill. 
Adm. Code 104.400 er al. 

The Board rules for rhe content requirements of the petition and Agency recommendation 
are found at Section 104.406 and Section 104.416, respectively. 35 TIL Adm. Code 104.406, 
104.416. 

~ROCEDURALSACKGROUND 

On May 22, 200~, Noveon filed this petition (Pet.), with the Board for an adjusted 
standard from the ammonia effluent limitations. On May 29, 2002, Noveon published notice of 
the petition in the Jienry News Republican, and filed the certificate of publication with the Board 
on June 11, 2002. The Agency filed its recommendation (Rec.) that the Board deny Noveon•s 
requested relief on June 18,2003. 

On February 17, 2004, }fearing Officer Bradley FWioran. conducted a hearing in this 
matter at 122 North Prairie Street, Lacon, Marshall County. Six witnesses testified on behalf of 
the petitioner: Mr. Michael Com of AquAeTer, Inc.; Mr. Houston Flippin, consultant from the 
firm of Brown and Caldwell; and Mr. William Goodfellow of AE Engineering; .Ms. Linda Shaw, 
an employee ofNoveou, and Mr. Guy Davids, a recent plant manager at th,e Henry facility. Mr. 
Robert Mosher and Mr. ruchard Pinneo testified on behalf of the respondent Hearing Officer 
Halloran f01.md all witnesses credible. 

At bearing, Noveon renewed a motion to enter the transcript of a related rnat1er, a permit 
appeal filed by Noveon docketed as PCB 91-17, into the record. In the alternative, Noveon 
moved to enter tbe testimony of the witnesses from PCB 91-17 into tbis record. 1 2004 Tr. at 15. 

The Board bas received six written public comments regarding Noveon's request for 
relief. Mr. Doug Hermann presented an oral public comment at hearing on behalf of Illinois 
ruver Holdings (IRH), and later filed the section of the hearing tran~ript contaio.i.ng his oral 
comment with the Board. Mr. Hermann stated that IRH is concerned about aquatic toxicity 
problems yaused by Noveon iD the IRH property, located 500 feet downstream of the e."risting 
Noveon diffuser. Mr. Hermann stated that IRH is planning a port development on the Dlinois 
River that will ship sand and gravel as well as various other commodities. 2004 Tr. at 501. Mr. 
Brian Maubach and Mr. John Maubacb, both landowners in Henry, submitted the second and 
third public comments. respectively, in opposition ofthe ad,justed standard. The fourth public 
comment was submitted by Mr. Thomas Wilkinson, who is in favor of the adjusted standard. 
Mr. Wi1kinson stated he worked at the plant as a pipefitter and mechanical contractor for 32 

1 The Board cites to the transcript of the hearings held in tlris matter from February 17, 2004 
throughFeb.t1.12J'Y 19,2004, collectively, as .. 2004 Tr. <It _ ... 
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years and believes that lhe Noveon employees are environmentally responsible. Mr. J11omas 
Newby, the Henry Plant Controller, submitted the fifth public comment in favor of the adjusted 
standard. Finally, the sixth public comment, favoring the adjusted standard, was filed by Mr. 
Stephen Saunders, engineer and Operations Manage.r at the Henry PlanL 

In addition, Mr. Richard Janssen, a former B.F. Goodrich employee from 1970 to l 997, 
gave an oral public co!Dli'lent at hearing opposing the adjusted standard. Mr. Janssen stated that 
in his opinion, B.F. Goodrich became progressively more concerned about increasing production 
than treating wastewater at the Hemy Plant ixl the 1980s. 2004 Tr. at 257·58. 

Noveoo filed a post-hearing reply memorandum on April29, 2004 (Nov. Memo). On 
June 1, 2004, the Agency also filed a post-hearing memorandum (Ag. Memo). Noveon replied 
on July 14, 2004 (Nov. Reply). · 

-
As discussed above, on September 16,2004, the Board issued a final opinion and order in 

a related matter, PCB 91-17, affirming the Agency's issuance of Noveon's NPDES permit. 
Included in Noveon 's permit is Condhion 4, which l\xnits Noveon's ammonia effluent in 
accordance with Section 304.122(b) of the Board's effluent limits. 

PRELIMINARY MATTER 

Before hearing, Noveon moved the Board to incorporate the entire transcript of hearings 
and exhibits in the related permit appeal, PCB 91-17, into iliis record. The Agency objected to 
Noveon's motion and Hearing Officer Halloran denied the motion. At hearing, Noveon renewed 
its motion to incoJporate the transcript, and submitted a redacted version of the transcript of 1991 
hearings, removing material that Noveon believed was unrelated to the application of Section 
304.122 to Noveon. Noveon argued that the teslinlony from the 1990 permit appeal bearing 
regarding ammonia nitrogen would help the Board in deciding this matter. 2004 Tr. at 324. The 
Agency object~ to tbe motion stating that the motion was untimely and that the material 
submitted would not aid the Board in making its decision. 2004 Tr. at 325. The Agency notes 
that while Noveon claims it removed the unrelated material from the 1991 transcript, the material 
subnritted and accepted as an offer of proof contains 131 pages of the 160 total pages oftbe 
transcript and aU of the exhibits. 2004 Tr. at 324. 

Hearing Officer Halloran denied Noveon 's renewed motion, but stated he would accept 
the transcript as an offer of proof. 2004 Tr. at 326. At the end of bearing, Noveon submitted the 
entire transcript, including the 2004 hemi.ng testimony, and it was accepted as an offer of proof. 
2004 Tr. at 508-09; 2004 Tr. Exh. 38. 

In its post-hearing memorandum, Noveon moves the Board to ov6ItU!'ll the ruling by 
hearing officer Halloran. According to Nov eon, Section l 0 1.306(a) sets forth a lenient standard 
for jncoiporating a transcript from another Board proceeding into the record of another 
proceeding. 35lll. Adm. Code 101.306(a). Novcon further argiles that the burden is more 
stringent in an NP'DES permit appeal than for an adjusted standard, so therefore, the Agency can 
claim no prejudice from incorp6fating the transcripts from PCB 91-17 into this proceeding. Ag. 
Memo at 12. 
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The Agency opposes Noveon's motion, contending that portions of the testimony are not 
relevant and other portions were based on information not available at the time Noveon's 
NPDES pennit was issued. Ag. Memo at 12. For these reasons, the Agency w-ges the Board to 
affirm the hearing officer's ruling. Ag. Memo at 13. 

The Board reverses Hearing Officer Halloran' s ruling and accepts the transcript in PCB 
91- 17 as evidence. The Board finds that much of the transcript in PCB 91-17 is relevant because 
at issue in both the permit appeal aod adjusted standard are the same facility, discharge, 
ammonia effluent limits7 and NPDES permit. Accordingly, the Board accepts the offer of proof, 
Hearing Exhibit 38, as evidence in this adjusrcd standard proceeding.:! 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

The Facilitv 

The Noveon Henry Plant is located on the West Branch of the illinois River north ofthe 
City of Henry, at 1550 County Road, 850 N. in Northwestern MarshalJ County. Untill993, the 
facility was owned and operated by B. F. Goodrich. Pet. at 9. When the NPDES permit was 
issued, the Henry Plant had two manufacto.ring units: {1) a specialty chemicals manufacturing 
unit, which began manufacturing rubber chemicals in 1958; and (2) a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
resins unit that began operating in 1965. Th~ 1;~ns unit, divested in 1993, is now known as 
PolyOne Corpotation, and the specialty chemicals unit. sold in February 2001, became Noveon. 
Inc. Jd. At the specialty chemicals unit, Noveon produces two general kinds of products: (1) 
rubber accelerators that are used in the vulcanizing process of the tire-curing process for the tire 
industry; and (2) plastic and rubber antioxidants, which are additives used to prevent the 
degradation ofthe material from light and heat in products such as mbber baby bottle nipples. 
The Henry Plant js classified as industrial and currently employs 75 people. 2004 Tr. at 22. 

Wastewater Treatment 

Nov eon operates the wastewater treatment facilities for both Noveon and PolyOne. Ag. 
Memo. at 3. The facility treats discharges from production processes, the cooling tower, boiler 
blowdown. and well water treatment, as well as stonnwater. Ag. Memo at 4. The combined 
process and non-process water discharged per day from the two facilities is approximately 
800,000 gallons. Pet. at 9. 

Nov eon treats wastewater in several steps. The first step involves equalization of all 
influent wastewaters. Pet. atl2; Nov. Menlo at 5. All wastewatets from Noveon, excluding 
those from rubber accelerator (Cure-Rite 18 or C-18) manufacturing, discharge directly into 
equalization tank (PC Tank). The wastewater from C-18 manufacturing is pretreated prior to 
discharge into a separate equaUzation tank (Cl8 Tank.). Similarly, all wastewaters from PolyOne 
production areas, except for waste stream from 213 manufacturing, clischarge into an 
equalization tank (PVC Tank). Id. Wastewater from 213 manufacturing is pretreated prior to 

2 The Board cites to the transcript of hearings held in the permit appeal, PCB 91-17, held on 
November 19, 1991 and December 10, 1991, col1ectively. as "1991 Tr. at :• 
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discharge into the same equalization tank. The PolyOne equalization tank also receives 
backwash warer from sand filter, ftltrate from sludge dewatering, and, potentially primary sludge 
from primary clarifier. Jd. at 5-6; 2004 Tr. at 36. 37. The wastewater from all equalization tanks 
is combined in a pH adjustment tank prior to primary treatment. In addition to these 
wastestreams, the non-process wastewater, including non-contact cooling water, stormwater, 
water from the boilerhouse demineralizer and water treatment works is discharged to a holding 
tank. The non-process water is then either sent to primary trea1ment or pumped directly to sand 
filter to remove solids prior to discharge through the outfall. 

Primary treatment involves the removal of settleable solids from the combined pH 
adjusted wastewater. The combined wastewater is sent to primary clarifier after adding 
coagulant and polymer. The solids removed during primary treatment are dewatered and sent to 
a landfill. The wastewater from the primary clarifier is pumped to the fum aeration basins for 
secondary activated sludge treatment. which involves the removal organic compounds. The 
effluent .from the secondary clarifier is sent through a sand filter prior to discharge through the 
outfall This final treatment step is termed as tertiary treatment Nov. Memo at 5; Pet. Exh- 7> at 
5, 6. 

Discharge from the City of Henry's publicly owned treatment works combines with 
Noveon·s eflluent and is discharged through Noveon's outfall into the lllinois River pursuant to 
NPDES PemritNo. U..0001392. Pe1. at 14. Noveon's outfall (Outfall 001) 1s located between 
mile 198 and 199 on the illinois River. Ag. Memo at 5. The effluent is discharged through an 
18- incb, single-port submerged diffuser into the main channel of the Illinois River. Noveon 
states that the Henry Plant sits on a bluff, 80-90 feet above the Illinois River. Nov. Memo at 9; 
2004 Tr.-at 189. As a result, Noveon assertS the discharge enters the river with a velocity that 
causes rapid and immediate mixing. Pet. at 14. 

Modifications 

Noveon's wastewater treatment plant was upgraded in 1987 by adding two above ground 
biotreators, 1wo above ground equalization tanks, and a tertiary filtration system. Pet. at 10. 
Noveon states it added a third b iotreator in 1989 and a fourth in 1998. Id. 1rr 1997, Noveon 
increased aeration tank capacity by 100 percent, or one million gallons, to accommodate 
expanded production. 2004 Tr. at 57. Noveon states it has attempted to reduce ammonia m its 
discharge through both source reduction and end-of-pipe discharge controls. 2004 Tr, at 41 . 

.fn :WOO, Noveon modified the east biotreator by converti.o..g it to a temporary air stripper 
using its normal air diffusion system and also by the installation of a floating aerator in the 
Noveon waste tank or the PC tank. 2004 Tr. at 40. 

Ammonia Discharge 

PolyOne discharges a small amount of ammonia into the wastewater system m the form 
of ammonium laurate, a dispersing agent. Nov. Memo at 6. Noveon•s manufacturing processes 
do not discharge any significant ammonia nitrogen directly to the wastewater treatment system. 
Pet. at 15. However, Noveon proc-.esses discharge organic nitrogen coDl.pounds tertiary butyl 
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amine, mercaptoben~otb.iazole (MBT) andmorpholine. Nov. Memo at 6. Noveon has 
determined that ammonia is generated by the degradation of organic nitrogen compounds in the 
activated sludge treatment process. Nov. Memo at 8. Further, a significant amount of ammonia 
nitrogen released during the wastewater treatment process remains in the effluent because 
amm.orua is not nitrified dwing the treatment process. According to Noveon. although the Henry 
Plant is constructed similarly to municipal wastewater treatment plants to nitrify ammonia, the 
plant does not achieve nitrification. Nov. Memo at 6-7 . 

The parries agree that nitrification does not occur at the Henry Plant for several reasons, 
including: the inhibition of growth of nitrifying bacteria by specific inhibitory compounds in 
Noveon's wastestrcam (2004 Tr. at 448), insufficient oxygen due to poor oxygen transfer rates, 
and the need for addil.ional alkalinjty to be chemically added (2004 Tr. at 433 , 447). 

The parties agree that Noveon 's discharge of ammonia nitrogen to tho Illinois River 
exceeds 100 pounds per day. 2004 Tr. EXh. 38 at 68. Noveon's 1981 NPDES pennit application 
indicated that the facility's maximum daily discharge of ammonia nitrogen was 34 milligrams 
per liter (mg!L). 2004 Tr. Exh. 38, Exh. 3, 4. Then in 1989, Noveon's permit application 
indicated a maximum daily discharge of230 mg{L ammonia, or 1,933 lbs/day, in the effluenL 
2004 Tr. Exh. 38, Ex h. 6, V -1. Nov~n's renewed NPDES permit. issued by the Agency on 
December 28, 1990, incticated that rhe facility discharged approximately 80 to 120 mg/L 
ammonia. 2004 Tr. Exh. 38; Exh. 9. In a memo regarding ammonia-nitrogen treatment 
a.Itetn.atives at the Henry Plant, Mr. Houston Flippin estimated the average ammonia effluent 
value at 909lbs/day, derived from wastestream data gathered in 1995 and effluent data gathered 
in 1999 through 2000. Pet. Exh. 7. 

STANDARD OFREVIEWJ BURDEN OF PROOF 

The regulation of general applicability at 35 Dl. Adrn. Code 215.301 does not specify a 
level of justification for an adjusted standard. Pet. at 11; Rec. at 7. Therefore, pursuant to 
Section 28.1 (c) of the Act. the burden of proof is on the petitioner to demonstrate that: 

L .F~etots relating to that petitioner are substantially and significantly 
different from the factors relied upon by the Board in adopting the general 
regulation applicable to that petitioner; 

2. The existence of those factors justifies an adjusted standard; 

3. The requested standard will not result in enviroDDlental or health effects 
substantially and significantly more adverse than the effects considered by 
the Board in adopting the rule of general applicability; and 

4. The adjusted standard is consistent with any applicable federal law. 415 
ILCS S/28.1(c) (2002); 35ill. Adm. Code 104.426(a). 

The burden of proof in an adjusted standard proceeding is on the petitioner. 35 TIL Adm. 
Code 104.426. Noveon must also justify its request pmsuant to the requirements of Section 
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27(a) of the Acl ld.; 415 ILCS 5/28.l(a) (2002). Under Section 27(a)1 the Board considers the 
existing phys)eal conditions, the character of the surrounding area including the nature of the 
receiving body of water, and ''the technical feasibility and economic reasonableness of 
measuring or reducing the particular type of pollution." 415 ll.CS 5/27(a) (2002). 

CURRENT APPLIC ABLE STANDARDS 

Section 301.345 defines population eqwvalent as: 

''Population Equivalent" is a term used to evaluate the impact of industrial or other waste 
on a treatment works or stream. One population equivalent is 100 gallons (380 1) of 
sewage per day, containing 0.17 pounds (77 g) of BODs (five day biochemical oxygen 
demand) and 0.20 pounds (91 g) of suspended solids. The impact on a treatment works is 
evaluated as the equivalent of the three highest parameters. Impact on a streCQTI is the 
higher of the BODs and suspended solids parameters. 

Section 304.122 of the B oard's effluent standards for ammonia nitrogen provides: 

a) No effluent from any source which discharges to the lllinois River, the Des 
Plaines River downstream of its confluence with the Chicago River System or the 
Calumet River System, and whose illltreated waste load is 50,000 or more 
population equivalents shall contain more than 2.5 mgiL of total ammonia 
nitrogen as N daring the montb.s of April Ihrough October, or 4 mg!L at other 
times. 

b) Sources discharging to any of the above waters and whose untreated waste load 
cannot be computed on a population equivalent basis comparable to that used for 
municipal waste treatment plants and whose total ammonia nitrogen as N 
discharge exceeds 45.4 kg/day (100 pounds per day) sha)] not discharge an 
effluent of more than 3.0 mg/L oftotal ammonia nitrogen as N. 

c) In addition to the effluent standards set forth in subsections (a) and (b) of this 
Section, all sources are subject to Section 304.105. 

NOVEON'S PROPOSED ADJUSTED STANDARD 

In the petition. Noveon proposed the follov.-ing three alternatives of adjusted standard 
language for adoption by the Board: 

Alternative #1 

Noveon.lnc. ("Noveon") is hereby granted an adjusted standard from 35 ill. 
Adm. Code 304.122. Pursuant to this adjusted standard, 3 5 Tit. Adm Code 
304.J22 shall not apply to the discharge of effluent 'into the D.linois River from the 
Noveon plant located at 1550 County Road1 850 N., in Henry, Illinois as regards 
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ammonia nitrogen. The granting of this adjusted standard is contingent upon the 
following conditionS: 

A. Noveon shall not discharge calcu1ated un-ionized ammonia at 
concentrations greater than 3.5 mgt! during the months of April through 
October and 7.9 mg/1. dw.i.ng the months ofNovemben:hrough March from 
its Henry, illinois plant into the illinois River. 

B. Discharge into the illinois River shall occur through a diffuser that is at 
least 15 ft. in length, with 9 two-inch ports, angled at 60 degrees from 
horizontal, co-flowing with the river, designed to achieve an effluent 
dispersion of 43:1. 

Alternative #Z 

Noveon. Inc. ("Noveon'') is hereby granted an adjusted standard from 35 ni. 
Adm. Code 304.122. Pursuant to this adjusted standard, 35 DL Adrn Code 
304.122 shall not apply to the discharge of effluent into the Dlinois River from the 
Noveon plant located at 1550 County Road; 850 N., in Henry, illinois as regards 
ammonia nitrogen. The granting of this adjusted standard is contingent upon the 
following conditions: 

A The water quality standards will be met by Noveon Henry plant limiting 
its total ammonia nitrogen discharge to 1200 pounds per day dllring the 
months of April through October and 1735 pounds per day during the 
months ofNovember through March. 

B. Discharge into the Illinois ruver shall occur through a cliffuser that is at 
least 15 ft. in length, with 9 rwo-inch ports, angled at 60 degrees from 
horizontal, co-flowing with the river, designed to achieve an effluent 
dispe~on of43:1. 

Alternative #3 

Noveon, fnc. ("Noveon") is hereby granted an adjusted standard from 35 lll. 
Adm. Code 304.122. Pursuant to this adjusted standard, 35 ill. Adm. Code 
304.122 shall not apply to the discharge of effluent into the Dlinois River from the 
Noveon plant located at 1550 County Road; 850 N .• in Henry, Dlinois as regards 
ammonia nitrogen. The granting of this adjusted standard is contingent upon the 
following conditions: 

A. Noveon shall not discharge calculated total ammonia n1trogen at 
concentrations greater than 155 mg/1 during the months of April through 
October and 225 mg/1 during the months ofNovember through March 
from its Henry, Dlinois plant into the lllinois ruver. 
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B. Discharge into the lllinois River shall occur through a diffuser that is at 
least 15 fl in length, with 9 two-inch ports, angled at 60 degrees from 
horizontal, co-flowing with the river, designed to achieve an effluent 
dispersion of 43:1. 

However. in its April29, 2004 closing brief, Noveon withdraws proposed alternatives 1 
and 2, and instead seeks a daily maximum limit for ammonia of225 mg!L by modifying its 
proposed alternative 3. Nov. Memo at 42. Noveon explains that an Agency memo conceding 
that with using the multi-port diffuser Noveon;s daily limits would approximate 237.2 mg/L 
during the summer and 398 mg/L during the winter. Id.; Pet. Exh. 37. The following is 
N oveon ' s amended proposed language: 

Nov eon. Inc. ("Noveon") is bereby granted an adjusted standard from 35 lll. 
Adrn. Code 304.122. Pursuant to this adjusted standard, 35 lll. Adm Code 
304.12Z shall not apply to the discharge of effluent into the lllinois River from the 
Noveon plant located at 1550 County Road, 850 N., in Henry, illinois as regards 
ammonia nitrogen. The granting of this adjusted standard is contingent upon the 
following conditions: 

A. Noveon shall not discharge total ammonia nitrogen at concentrations 
greater than 225 mg/L .from its Henry, Illinois plant in the lllinois River. 

B . Discharge into the illinois River shall occur though a diffuser that it at 
least 15 ft. in length, with 9 two-inch ports angled at 60 degrees from 
horizontal, co-flowing with the river, designed to achieve an effluent 
dispersion of 43: 1. 

Agency Response to Noveon's Proeosed Alternatives 

The Agency argues that if the Board grants Noveon's requested relief, the adjustment 
should not include relief from Section 304.122(c). Subsection (c) requires compliance with the 
Board's water quality sTandards. The Agency contends that Novcon has provided no justification 
forrelieffrom that section. Ag. Memo at 9. 

The Agency a1so states that Noveon' s request for a Board determination that the 
ammonia water quality standards will be mer with the zone of initial dilution (ZID) and mixing 
zone as calculated by Noveon is "inappropriate, unnecessary, and possible an attempt to gain 
relief from the water quality standard into the future without requesting or justifYing such relief 
directly." Ag. Memo at 10. 

In assessing the four alternatives of adjusted stan~d language, the Agency states 
it cannot support Nov eon's request for an even higher limit in the summer months than 
originally requested at this late date. Ag. Memo at l0-11. 

EFFORTS TO ACHIEVE COMPLIANCE AND ALTERNATIVES 
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Noveon states that it hired consultant Brown and Caldwell, ffkJaJ Eckenfelder Inc., 
beginning in the late 1980s to investigate whether the Henry Plant could nitrify, or oxidize 
ammonia to nitrates. Pet. at 16. Noveon asserts that two different studies demonstrated that the 
Henry Plant could not achieve single-stage nitrification under existing waste loads and optimum 
conditions. I d. The reason was due to inhibition of nitrifying bacteria by the PC tank and C-18 
tank content flows. 

Noveon investigated various other technologies that would help it control and/or reduce 
arnmonia in its discharge, including: (1) reducing ammonia-nitrogen in various processes; (2) 
pretreating the wastestream; and (3) post-treating the wastestream. Pet. at 16-17. In sum, 
Noveon indicates that it investigated eleven potential treatment alternatives, but investigations 
proved that no alternative is both technically feasible and economically feasible that would bring 
the Henry Plant into compliance with the ammonia-nitrogen limits. Pet. at 24; Nov. Memo at 13. 

Reducing Organic Nitrogen .in Production 

Noveon asserts that it investigated whether it could eliminate amines or recover and 
recycle the precursors to ammonia in its production processes. Pet. at 17. Noveon concluded it 
could not eliminate amines since they are :m essential element to many of its production 
processes. ld. 

Noveon contends that the recycle and ret1Se alternative was also rejected because the 
recycled material was of inferior quality and would not guarantee a high quality product. 
Further, Noveon explains that the marerial generated in the recycling process would be classified 
as a hazardous waste. Noveon notes that amines are recovered from some processes at the Henry 
Plant where recovery methods produce teusable materials and are not cost prohibitive. Pet at 
17. However, Noveon did not indicaxe how much is reused or in which processes. 

Pretreatment of the Wastestream 

Noveon investigated several pretreatment options, including norpholine recovery, TBA 
recovery and a li<tuid eh'traCtionprocess. Noveon states that none of the pretreatment options 
would bring Noveon into compliance with the' ammonia effluent standard. Pet. at 17. Noveon 
added that these alternatives also raised plant personnel safety issues. Pet at 1 8. 

Post-treatment of the Wastestream 

After analyzing the alternatives discussed above Brown and Caldwell, investigated six 
post-treatment alternatives for Noveon. The post-treatment alternatives include the following: 
(1) alkaline air stripping; (2) struv1te precipitation from the combined wastestream influent; (3) 
effluent breakpoint chlorination; (4) single-sta.ge biological nitrification ofnon-PC wastestrcam 
combined with separate biological treatment of the PC tank discharge; (5) biological ninification 
ofcombinedin.fluent wastestream; and (6) ion exchange treatment affinal effluent Pet. at 18. 
Present costs were estimated for each including capital and operating and management costs. 
After its initial evaluation, Brown and Caldwell further investigated ozonation, tertiary 
nitrification, and activated carbon. Jn addition to providing present worth costs of each of the 
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full-sca:le operations, Brown and Caldwell also looked at increments of removal and the 
associated costs. Brown and Caldwell coxml uded that the same reliability ratings and pros and 
cons would apply. Tr. 2004 at 497-98; citirtg E:xh. 12. 

Alkaline Air Stripeing 

This process requires increasing the pH of a wastewater stream and then removing the 
resulting ammonia gas. Noveon attempted air stripping at three different points: (1) within the 
PC tank; (2) within the PVC tank; and (3) at the secondary clari~er effiuent. Pel at 18; citing 
Pet. Exh.. 6 at 2- t to 2-2. 

The test results, stated Noveon, showed that air stripping would result in some ammonia 
reduction. However, the level of ammonia reduction was low, meaning that air stripping in botJ1 
the PC tank and PVC tank would not reduce ammonia enough to meet the effluent limitation of 
Section 304.122(b). Further, Noveon stated the present worth capital and operation and 
maintenance oosts totaled $2.3 million for PC tank treatment and $14.1 million for PVC tank 
treatment. Pet. at 19-20. 

In the secondary clarifier, Nov eon states ammonia removal surpassed 95% using packed 
tower air stripping technology. Pet at 20. The disadvantages of this technology is that it would 
increase rota! dissolved solids (TDS) by more than 20%, which could lead to aquatic toxicity of 
the effluent, as well as high costs of installation, operation, and maintenance. Noveon calculated 
the present worth of this technology at $14 million, Pet. at 20; Pet Ex.h. 7 at pp. 2-3. Noveon 
explains that the costs of this alterantive are so high because additional equipment is required to 
remove ammonia from the gases produced. Pet. at 20. 

Struvite Precipitation 

This alternative reduces ammonia by precipitating a struvite from the combined 
wastestreams ofNoveon and :PolyOne. Pet. at 20; citing Pet. Exh. 6 at 2-2 to 24. This 
alternative, states Noveon, would only reduce the average :final effluent anunonia level by 24%, 
while at the same time increasing IDS in the effluent. Noveon estimates the present worth cost 
at $5.1 million. Pet. at 20-21. 

Effiuent Breakpoint Chlorination 

Brown and Caldwell also tried adding chlorine gas together with caustic soda to the 
secondary clarifier wastewater in a reaction tank in order to maintain a higher pH (approximately 
6.9). Pet. at 21. This alternative could cause the discharge to meet the ammonia effluent limits. 
Pet. at 21; Exh. 6 at 3-4. The problem with this alternative. states Noveon, is thai its present 
worth cost is $9.7 million. making it ecooomically unreasonable to employ at the Henry Plant. 
As with some ofthe other alternatives discussed, Noveon notes that this alternative wiU also 
dramatically increase effluent TDS and may likely result in the formation of chlorinated organics 
in the effluent. !d. 

Single--stage Biologica1 Nitrification ofNon-PC Wastewater 
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Noveon states that the consultant•s results showed that this alternative reduced ammonia 
by only 47% and had a present worth cost of $4.9 million. As a result, Noveon determined that 
this alternative was not 1echnically feasible. Pet. at 22. 

Biological Nitrification of Combined Wastewater 

This alternative employed pH reduction to two of the PC tank discharges, t11en the 
addition of river water and combined single-stage nitrification with non-PC wastestreams. The 
results of the analysis by Noveon' s consultant showed tbat this alternative is technically feasible, 
but that it would not allow Noveon to reliably achieve compliance. Pet. at 22. Noveon explains 
that biological nitrification of the combined wastewater stream is unreliable because it is 
sensitive to the variable characteristics inherent in the wastewater produced by the different 
batch processes. !d. Further, Noveon states this is an exceptionally costly alternative, estimating 
the present worth cost at $1 J .7 million. Pet. at 22; citing Pet. Exh.. 7 at pp. 2-3. 

1 on Exchange 

Brown and Caldwell also researched an ion exchange resin, using clinoptilolite, an 
ammonia selective excba:11ge resin, to trear rhe secondary clarifier effluent Pet at 22. The te.st 
results showed that 50 pounds Obs.) ofclinoptilolitewould bereqmred to remove each pound of 
ammonia, but that this alternative could meet the ammonia effluent standard. Noveon's 
consultant concluded tbat the poor removal efficiency was due to competing ions in the effluent. 
Pet. at 22; citing Per. Exh. 6 at 3-4. The present worth cost of this alternative, determined 
Noveon, was $5.1 milliou. Pet. at 23. 

Ozonation 

Ozonation was evaluated as an alternative that could meet compliance but was rejected 
due to its present worth cost of $20.3 million. Pel at 23. Further disadvantages would be a 
significant increase in the IDS effluent concentratiou, and an increase in effluent BOD, 
potentially causing violations ofBOD effluent llinits. !d. 

Tertiary Nitrificatioo 

Tertiary nitrification involves pumping the effluent through an aeration basjn containing 
a fix.ed filter that nitrifying bacteria grows on. Brown and Caldwell determined that this process 
was technically feasible, but lacked reliability for the same reasons that biological nitrification of 
the combjned wastewater lacked reliability. Pet at 23. The present worth costs were estimated 
at $11.4 million. Jd. 

Powdered/Gr anulated Activated Carbon 

At hearing, Mr. Flippin testified that Noveon considered powdered and g:ra:oulated 
activated carbon (GAC) as ammonia treatment a1tematives, but determined that both would be 
infeasible. Mr. Flippin stated that Noveon' s discharge would require a dose of 5,000 mgiL of 
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powdered activated carbon. A dose proportional to the actual flow would total approximately 17 
tons a day of carbon. Mr. Flippin stated that GAC is about twice as efficient, but would still 
require as much as eight and a half tons per day, or approximately 119,000 tons of the material 
per week. 2004 Tr. at490-91. Implementation of this alternative would require additional 
treallncnt such as a solids separation step or a polymer addition. Two additional problems that 
arise from using GAC as an alternative are scaling, resulting from too much salt, and biofouling 
from lime and biomass as a result of too much BOD. 2004 Tr. at 492. 

Agencv Response 

While conceding that some of the alternatives are quite expensive, the Agency contends 
that evidence in the record clearly shows that there are technically feasible alternatives available 
for the treatment of ammonia ar Noveon's facility. A g. Memo at 17-18. Regarding Noveon's 
assertion that it will replace the current smgle-port diffuser with a multi-port diffuser, the 
Agency clarifies that the change is necessary in order to bring Noveon into compliance with the 
water quality standards, not a form oftreatolent to reduce its ammonia discharge_ Ag. Memo at 
18. After reviewing the treatment alternatives that Noveon presented, the Agency concluded that 
the capital costs presented by Noveon are not economically Ul1Teasonable based on the large 
quantity of ammonia that would be removed from the discharge. Id. at 20. There exist 
treatments, argues the Agency, that could allow the Henry Plant to achieve at least p'artial 
compliance with 304.122(b) for an econoroically reasonable cost. However, the Agency notes1 

"it is not the role of the Illinois EPA or the Board to select Noveon' s treatment system." ld. at 
22-

The Agency argues that Nov eon should propose to reduce ammonia in its effluent to 
levels that would achieve the greatest reductions while still being economically reasonable in 
order to minimize the environmental impact from the discharge of ammonia Instead, the 
Agency asserts, Noveon is taking an all or nothing approach. Ag. Memo at 24. The Agency 
claims that Noveon is not willing to implement any of the alternatives that it investigated, 
claiming that none are economically reasonable and technically feasible. Id. 

SUBSTANTIAL\. Y DIFFERENT :FACTORS 

Noveon contends that the factors relied on by the Board in promulgating Section 304.122 
were substantially different than those that cWTently apply to the 'Noveon Henry Plant. Noveon 
states Section 304.122 (a) and (b) were Inotivated by both the available technology to treat 
ammonia and the desire to address the d.issolved oxygen demand in the illinois River. Pet. at 28; 
citing Water Quality Standards Revisions. R72-4 (Nov. 8, 1973). 

Noveon concedes that technology to help Nov eon meet the ammonia limit of Section 
304.122(b) is available, but that no alternative is both technologically feasible and economically 
reasonable. Specifically, Noveon discusses three factors that make it difficult for Noveon to 
comply with the ammonia nitrogen limit. Nov. Memo at 11. First, Noveon states «[t]hrough no 
absence of equipment or flaw in design, the wastewatet treatment facility simply does not 
perfurm Ihe treatment thatjt would absent influent bio-inhibiting compounds.'' Nov. Memo at 
21 . Noveon explains tbat it uses a compotmd in production that prevents nitrification: MBT. 
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Noveon states that as a result, its waste stream requires pretreaunenr to remove bio-inhibiting 
compounds so the treatment process can adequately remove BOD. Nov. Memo at 11. The 
reduced nitrification, states Noveo~ also requjres Noveon to add alkalinity, in contrast to a 
POTW, where most of the alkalinity required for nitrification is already found in the wastewater. 

Second, Noveon claims that its waste stream contains compounds rhat reduce its o">.:ygen 
transfer capatity to approximately half of what a 1'0TW experiences. requiring Nov eon to 
provide twice the amount of aeration to satisfy the same oxygen demand of its wastewater. !d. 
lbird, Noveon claims that another primary toxicant in its effluent is salt Id. Noveon continues 
that because all treatment processes for removing significant amounts of ammonia nitrogen 
require the addition or release of salt, ammonia nitrogen removal would increase levels of this 
toxicant. 

Novcon also contends that since the promulgation of Section 304_12~ the technical 
justification for removing ammonia nitrogen has changed. According to Noveon, it has since 
been determined that the dissolved oxygen sags were caused by sediment oxygen demand rather 
by the discharge of ammonia nitrogen as previously thought. Pet. at 29. Noveop asserts that the 
ammonia Noveon discharges has a roinimal impact upon the level of dissolved oxygen in the 
Jltinois River. For these reasons, Noveon argues that the factors the Board relied upon in 
promulgating 304.122(b) are significantly di.fferent than those that currently apply to the Noveon 
Henry Plant. 

Ageocv Response 

The Agency disagrees with Noveon's contention that the technological factors or cost of 
reducing ammonia are substantially different than what wa,s contemplated by the Board in 
promulgating the ammonia nitrogen Jjmit Ag. Memo at 32. The Agency asserts that while 
some factors make Noveon's discharge more difficult to treat for ammonia than many other 
industries, those distinctions do not justify the requested relief. The requested relief would grant 
Noveon an effluent ammonia concentration limit of75 times that contained in the rule of general 
applicability. Ag. Memo at 34_ 

AD.JUSTED STANDARD JUSTIFICATION 

Noveon contends the primary factor that justifies its requested relief is economic 
reasonableness. 'PeL at 29. Novcon asserts that the current ammonia standard was adopted based 
upon balancing potential adverse impact on dissolved oxygen against lhe cost and ease of 
reducing ammonia. I d. According to Noveon, economic reasonableness weighs in its favor. 
Noveon argues that tb.e·high cost of technically feasible control technology and minimal 
environmental benefit that such technology would provide warrants 1be requested relie£ Id. 

IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT 

Nov eon argues that granting the requested relief will not result in any adverse 
environmental impact. Pet. at 25. Noveon contends the Board's basis for adopting the 
ammonia-citrogen limitations was that larger dischargers were contributing to dissolved oxygen 
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sags. However, Noveon tontends that rationale was refuted when researchers discovered that 
dissolved oxygen sags occurred because of three primary oxygen demand sinks instead: 
carbonaceous BOD, nitrogenous BOD, and sediment oxygen demand. Pet. at 26; Nov. Memo at 
31; citing Site Specific Exception to Effluent Standards from the Greater Peoria Sanitary District 
and Sewage Disposal District, R87-21 (Oct.6, 1988). Noveon argues that the two most "important 
criteria the Board should consider are: (l) whether Noveon is contributing to the limitation or 
reducing dissolved oxygen of the Illinois River; or (2) whether Noveon is contributing to the 
Board's water quality standards regarding aquatic toxicity. 2004 Tr. at 12. 

Noveon's expert, Mr. Com, ran a wasteload allocation model with Noveon's organic 
loadings and high ammonia loadings~ both oxygen-depleting substances. Nov. Memo at 32. 
According to Noveon, the results showed that durin~ critical periods oflow flow and high 
temper;itures1 the PO concentration downstream from the Noveon discharge (7.5 mg/L) meets 
the existing standards for DO (5 mg!L). Nov. Memo at 32; 35 Ill. Adm. Code 302.206. Noveon 
therefore concludes that the discharge does not adversely impact DO levels downstream of its 
discharge. 

Regarding impact on aquatic life from the discbarge, Noveon maintains t:here is none. 
Noveon asserts that Agency testimony that the entire upper illinois River has improved 
notMthstanding Noveon's discharge supports this conclusion. Nov. Memo at 34; citing 1991 Tr. 
at 117-18. 

As part of its requested relief: Nov eon a1so requests a mixing zone designation in the 
Illinois :River. According to Noveon, the mixi:Qg zone and zone of initial dilution are critical 
aspectS of the relief that Noveon requests. Noveon asserts tbar Section 302.102 governs allowed 
mixing, mixing zones and zones of initial dilution and that Noveon's proposal will meet each of 
the 12 requirements set forth in Section 302.1 02(b). 35 ill. Adm. Code 302.102. Accordingly, 
Noveon contends that its requested adjusted standard will not adversely impact the environment 
or human health. 

Noveon states that if it is granted the requested relief, it will install a multi-port diffuser. 
Nov. Memo at 36. Noveon defines the multi-port diffuser as "an engineered structure that 
enhances the mixing of an effluent into a receiving stream." !d. Noveon asserts a multi-pon 
diffuser could achieve a dispersion rate of 43:1, as compared to 13:2:1 for the single-port 
diffuser. Id. 

Agencv Response 

The Agency contests Noveon's assertion that the requested relief will have no adverse 
environmental impacts. Ag. Memo at 25. The Agency points to its own testimony that 
Noveon's effluent is the single most toxic remaining discharge to the waters of the State of 
Dlinois. Ag. Memo at 25-26; citing 2004 Tr. at 350. The Agency asserts that Noveon has 
performed no in-stream studies lookin~ at tbe actual impact ofit:s discharge on the aquatic life 
downstream from its discharge, but nevertheless concluded there would be no adverse impact. 
Ag. Memo at 26. 
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The Age"Ocy also disputes Noveon's contenrion that the requested relief would have no 
measurable impact on the environment or human health. Ag. Memo at 34. The Agency notes 
that the Henry Plant is still not cUITently able to meet water quality standards for ammonia at the 
edge of a l!lixing zone or ZID. Ag. Memo at 35_ The Agency maintains that Noveon has not 
proposed to reduce the arooWlt of ammonia in its discharge by any amount. Accordingly, the 
Agency argues that Noveon has not justified the requested relief and must continue to ask the 
board to deny Noveon's request. ld. 

Regarding Noveon's requested mixing z.one, the Agency states tbat under Section 
304.102 of the Board's regulations, Noveon must show that it is providing the best degree of 
treatment (BDT). Section 304.102 also prohibits using dilution to meet effluent standards. Ag. 
Memo at 27. The Agency asserts this Section is relevant to the discussion of a 01ixing zone 
because it has consistently claimed that Noveon is not providing BDT for ammonia. Further, the 
Agency states that it never applied a m.i>..ing zone to Noveon's discharge because the Agency's 
program post-dates NoveQn's most recently issued NPDES pennit. Ag. Memo at 29. However, 
the Agency and Noveon agree that with the adjusted standard relief and a multi-port diffuser, 
Noveon would have an adequate mixing zone to achieve water quality standards. Id. 

CONSISTENCY WITH FEDERAL LAW 

Both the Agency and Nove on agree that the requested relief from Section 304.122(b) is 
consistent with federal law. Pet. at 30. However, the Agency asserts that the Board must limit 
any relief granted to Section 304.122(a) or (b), because relief from subsection (c) would require 
approval from the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). Ag. Memo at 35-
36. 

Noveon states there are no applicable federal numeric effluent standards or water qllality 
standards for ammonia. Noveon contends that federal regulations direct states to adopt water 
quality standards that protect the uses, public health or welfare, enhance the quality of water and 
serve the purposes of the Act. 40 C.F .R. § 131.2. According to Noveon, granting this adjusted 
standard will not impair any beneficial or existing use of the receiving stream. Noveon continues 
that applicable water quality standards will be met. Pel at 31; Nov. Resp. at 1. 

DISCUSSION 

Relief from the Ammolria Nitrogen Effluent Limits 

Noveon seeks relief from the State's ammonia-nitrogen limitation found at Section 
304.122(b) in the form of an adjusted standard. The Agency recommends that the Board deny 
Noveon's request for relief. 

The Board finds th.atNoveon•s request for relief from the ammonia-nitrogen standard 
meets the statutory "fundamentally different" factors set forth at Section 28.l(c) ofthe Act. 
Noveon bas demonstrated that; (1) factors relating to it are substantially and signilicantly 
different from the facton relied upon by the Board in adopting lhe general regulation; (2) 1h,e 
existence of these factors justifies an adjusted standard; (3) the requested standard will not cause 
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substantiaUy or significantly more adverse environmental or health effects than the effects 
co11sidered by the Board in adopting the rule of general applicability; and ( 4) the adjusted 
standard is consistent with applicable federal laws. 415 ILCS 5/28.1(c) (2002). The Section 
28.l(c) factors are discussed in tum. 

Substantially Different Factors 

The Board adopted the axnmonia effluent limit, now Section 304.122(a), on January 6, 
1972, as "Rule 406'' to address the impact of anunonia nitrogen in municipal wastewater on 
dissolved oxygen demand in the receiving stream. R70-8, R71- l4, and R?l-20 (Jan 6, 1972). 
What became subsection (b) of Section 304.122, was adopted as an amendment to Rule 406 on 
June 28, 1973, in R72-4. Water Quality Standards Revisions, R72-4. The amendment extended 
the ammonia nitrogen effiuent limits to non-municipal wastewater dischargers, mainly industrial 
dischargers, but did not address the issue of available treatment technologies. 

The Board finds that the quality and composition ofthe discharge that Nov eon produces 
in its manufacturing process is substantially and significantly different than wastewaters of other 
industries and POTWs. The presence ofMBT, a building block chemical used in Noveon's 
processes, inhibits the growth of nitrifying bacteria_ The presence of degradable organic 
nitrogen compounds generates large amounts of ammonia nitrogen during secondary treatment 
ofNoveon's wastewater. Further, Nov eon's wastewater is very low in alkalinity, thus requhing 
addition of alkalinity to achieve nit:ri.fication. Although Noveon's wastewater treatment plant is 
designed, constructed, and operated similarly to a POTW that achieves nitrification, the Henry 
plant is unable to achieve nitrification because of the unique characteristics ofNoveon's 
wastewater. The Board did not anticipate the specialty chemicals manufacturing processes that 
Noveon employs at the Henry Plant when it promulgated the ammonia effluent limit at Sectio11 
304.122(b), applicable mainly to other induso:ial dischargers, in 1972. 

Justification for Relief 

Noveon bases its justification for the requested relief on the lack of an economically 
reasonable and technically feasible alternative fonemoving ammonia nitrogen. Noveon argues 
that the cost oftecbnically feasible control technology is extremely high and yields a minimal 
environmental benefit. Since Noveon is unable to nitrify ammonia in its existing wastewater 
treatment plant, Noveon examined several treatment alternatives to reduce ammonia in its 
effiuent. The Board notes that the costs per pound of ammonia removed for the various 
alternatives that Noveon investigated are significantly less than tec!wologies investigated and 
implemented in other site-specific rulemaki.ngs by facilities that reduced 1heir effluent ammonia 
concenn;ations to more acceptable levels. See Petition ofPDV Midwest Refining, L.L.C. for a 
Site-Specific RulemakingAmendment to 35 TIL Adm.. Code 304.213, R98-14 (Dec. 17, 1998); 
Site-Specific Petition of Mobil Oil Com. for ReliefFrom 3511L Adm. Code 304.122. Ammonia 
Nitrogen Effluent Standards, R97-28 (Jan. 22. 1998). However, the overall cost ofreducing 
ammonia nitrogen would be s~goificantly higher due to tbe large quantity of ammonia that 
Noveon must remove to meet the ammonia effluent limit. 
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The present worth cost of alternatives with an ammonia nitrogen removal rating above 90 
percent range from $5.8 million to$ 14.1 million. Some of these alternatives such as effluent 
stripping with off-gas control, combined single-stage nitrification, effluent 1oo exchange have 
low performance reliability. Some alternatives also contributed to higher TDS levels or 
chlorinated organics in the effluent Pet. at 19-24. Moreover, the financial information 
presented by Noveon indicates that implementing any one of the viable alternatives would 
significantly affect the company•s retlll!l on revenue, and return on net plant, propfrrt)' and 
equipment The resulting return on revenue would be very small or negative for the evaluated 
treatment alternatives. 2004 Tr. at 285. After considering all of these factors, the Board .finds 
that no treatment alternative investigated is economically reasonable, although some of them are 
technically feastole . 

.Environmental Impact 

The Board finds that Noveon's discharge docs not bave an adverse environmental impact 
on the receiving stream. Noveon submitted modeling in support of its argument that the 
requested relief will not result in adverse environmental or health effects because the modeJing 
shows that DO concentration in the Illinois River downstream from Noveon's outfall during 
critical flow (7Ql0) is above the current DO standard of5 mg/L. Noveon has also submitted test 
results showing that, other than ammonia and salinity, no other toxic parameters exist in its 
effluent. The test is called the Toxicity Identification Evaluation (TIE), and provides 
information on organic toxicity, metal toxicity, ox)dane toxicity, and reducible compounds. 
Nov. Reply at 25. Further, Noveon argues that with installation of the multi-port diffuser, the 
discharge will meet the ammonia acute water quality standard at the edge oftbe ZID and the 
ammonia chronic water quality standard at the edge of the mixing zone. 

The Board finds these demonstrations provide assurance that Noveon's discharge will not 
adversely impact aquatic life. However, the Board shares the Agency's concern that Noveon 
has not provided any in-stream monitoring studies to assess the actual impact of its discharge on 
aquatic life. Ag. Memo at 26. Special Condition 6 ofNoveon's NPDES permit, recently 
affirmed in docket PCB 91-17, requires Noveon to prepare a preliminary plan for, and perform 
biomonitoring of, at least two trophic levels of aquatic species; fish and invertebrates. Condition 
6 requires Noveon to conduct these tests on a monthly basis for six months and submit the results 
to the Agency within a week after they are available to Noveon. 

Accordingly the Board will not orrler biological studies because biomonitoring is already 
a condition ofNoveon's NPDES permit. Considering that Noveon discharges over 900 pounds 
of ammonia per day into the illinois River, biomonitoring will provide a quantification of 
biological impact, if any, ofNoveon•s discharge from its outfalls on aquatic life. 

Condition 4 of the NPDES permit also requires Nov eon to monitor and report the pounds 
per day of ammonia discharged from its outfalls. Pursuant to the permit, Noveon must submit 
the results to the Agency on a monthly basis. Further, since the Board's 'finding concerning the 
iropact. on aquatic life is partly premised on Noveon's compliance with the ammonia nitrogen 
water quality standards. the Board orders Noveon to demonstrate compliance with the applicable 
ammonia nitrogen water quality standards at the edge of the mixing zone and ZID, as will be 
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defined by the Agency. The Board requires Noveon to monitor ammonia nitrogen in the Illinois 
Rjver in accordance with Board regulations on a quarterly basis. These monitoring requirements 
are included as conditions to the adjusted standard, and will apply only after Noveon installs the 
multi-port diffuser. 

Throughout the duration ofthis adjusted standard, the Board encourages Noveon to 
research and propose means, beyond the wastewater treatment plant androulti-port diffuser, of 
providing enviromnentally beneficial improvements to the Dlin.ois River in Marshall County. 
The Board has incorporated voluntary environmental projects proposed by petitioners into 
adjusted standards in the past. Petition of illinois American Water Company's (!A WC) Alton 
Public Water Supplv Replacement Facilitv Discharge to the Mississippi River for an Adjusted 
Standard from 35 Ill Adm. Code 302.203. 304.106, and 304. l 24, AS 99-6 (Sept. 7, 2000) 
(petition for an adjusted standard for offensive discharges and conditions, ~d discharges of total 
suspended solids and iron); Petition of Ciry ofEast Moline and IEPA for an Adjusted Standard 
from 35lll. Adm. Code 304, AS 9l-9 (May 19, 1994); Petition of City of Rock Island for an 
Adjusted Standard from 35 ill. Adm. Code 304, AS 91-13 (Oct. 19, 1995). In IAWC's adjusted 
standard, IAWCwas allowed ro discharge directly into the Mississippi in exchange for IAWC's 
.financial support of nearby non-point source sediment loading reduction projects. The projectS 
were implemented by a charitable non-profit t:nlst, the Great Rivers Land Trust, whose goal it is 
to prOtect the watersheds in the area. 

Any project that Noveon researches and proposes must improve, restore or protect the 
Illinois River in Marshall County and reduce risks to public health and the environment beyond 
what is ordered by this adjusted standard. While research of potential improvements is not part 
of the Board's order, the Board will co:nsider proposals by Noveon should Noveon choose to 
renew this adjusted standard at a future date. 

Consistency with Federal Law 

Finally, the parties agree, and the Board finds, there is no inconsistency between granting 
Noveon's requested relieffrom Section 304.~22(b) and federal law. Accordingly, the Soard 
grants an adjusted standard from the Board's ammonia eftlueni limits and defines the mixing 
zone applicable to Noveon's discharge, but does not grant Noveon relief from the Board's water 
quality standards. 

Best ))egree of Tr eatment and Mixing Zone 

The Board has found above that no investigated alternative is both technologically 
feasible and economically reasonable, and has determined that Nov eon has adequately supported 
its petition for relief from the ammonia effiuent limit. As discussed below, the Board further 
finds that Noveon provides BDT at the Henry l>lant and, tbos, qualifies for a mixing zone and 
ZJD f!UISUant to Section 302.102 of the Board's mixing zone regulations. Nonetheless, the 
Board does not designate a mixing zone and ZID as part of the granted relief. 

Under the .,allowed mixing concept," a discharger that is tmable to comply with the 
requirement of not causing or contnbuting to water quality violations, "after making every effort 
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ro fulfill the obligations of the discharger . _. and given the limits imposed by the nature ofthe 
receiving water body and the character of the outfall(s), is entitled to use a limited portion of the 
receiving body of water to effect mixing of the effluent With the receiving water. Within this 
limited portion oftbe receiving body of water, the discharger is e-xctl.$ed from compliance with 
304.105." Marathon Oil Co. v. IEPA PCB 92-166 (Mar. 31, 1994). 

Although the Board has the authority to designate a mixing zone in an adjllilted standard/ 
here the Board leaves that designation for the Agency to make in Noveon's NPDES permit. The 
Dlinois Supreme Court bas stated that the mixing zone is formally defined by the Agency in the 
NPDES permitting process and, if grant~ is included as a condition in the pennittee•s NPDES 
permit. Granite Citv Steel Co. v. PCB, 155 Dl. 2d 149, 1601 613 N.E.2d 719 (1993). The Board 
acknowledges that the Agency is typically charged with reviewing an NPDBS permit application 
requesting recognition of a mixing zone pursuant to its responsibilities as permitter. See 
Amendments to Title 35, Subtitle C (Toxics Control). R88~2l(A) (Jan. 25, 1990). It is then the 
Board' s position to resolve disputes between permit applicants and the Agency. 

A mixing zone is "an area for allowed xmxing which is formally defined by the Agency in 
the NPDES pelmirting process and, if granted, is included as a condition in the permittee's 
NPDES permit" Granite City Division ofNational Steel Co .. eta/. v. PCB. 155 ill. 2d 149, 613 
N.E.2d 719 (1993); see also 35ll1. Adm. Code 302.102(d). "A ZID is likewise formally defined 
and granted by the Agency during the permitting process and, if granted, is included in th.e 
discharger's mixing-zone permit condition." Jd. 

Depending on the Agency's permit decisions about the mixing zone; the permittee may 
use mixing as a means of compliance with the Board's water quality st-andards. See 35 TIL Adm. 
Code 302.1 02(g), (h). Board regulations state that a mixing zone is available where the 
discharger has made every effort to comply with 304.1 02> wmch requires all dischargers to 
provide BDT. 35 ill. Adm. Code 302.1 02(a). The regulations further provide that BOT must be 
consistent wi1h technological feasibility, economic reasonableness and solllld engineering 
judgment. 35 TIL Adm. Code 304.102(a). Where a permit is silent as to mixing, the discharger 
has 1he burden of proof to show compliance with the general allowed-mixing regulations. 35 Ill. 
Adm. Code 302.102(i). 

Until now, the Agency has not applied a mixing zone to Noveon's discharge because the 
Agency's mixing zone program came after Noveon's most recently issued NPDES permit. Ag. 
Memo at 29. The Agency has stated that Noveon is providing BDT to all wastestreams for all 
parameters except ammonia. 1991 Tr. at 131. The Board further finds in this order that Noveon 
qualifies for an adjusted standard from the ammonia effluent limit because no other alternative 
investigated is both teclmologicaUy feasible and economically reasonable. Thus, the Board finds 
that Noveon meets the threshold requjrement for a mixing zone and ZID by providing BDT at 
the Henry Plant. 

3 "In adopting adjusted standards the Board may impose such conditions as may be necessary to 
accomplish the purposes oftheAct." 35111. Adm. Code 104.428(a). 
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Though the Board does not include the mixing zone and ZID in Noveon's granted relief, 
the Board does require Noveon to install and maintain a high-rate, multi-port diffuser as a 
condition to the adjusted standard. The diffuser must be designed to achieve effluem dispersion 
necessary to meet the applicable ammonia nitrogen water quaJity standards at the edge of the 
mixing zone and ZID. The Agency will deflne both Noveon's mixing zone and ZID, in 
accord.ance with Board mi>..;ng zoue regulations, through the NPDES permitting process. 

Adjusted Standard Language 

After hearing, Noveon withdrew the first two of the three proposed alternatives and 
submitted revised adjusted standard language to which the Agency maintained its objection. The 
revised wording incorporated a daily maximwn limit for ammonia of225 mg/L. The revised 
wording, like alternatives one through three, also reiterated that Noveon will install and operate a 
multi-port diffuser. 

In granting this adjusted standard, the Board 1s adopting language based on the ammonia 
effluent limits suggested by Noveon in alternative three. The Board finds no hisroric data that 
shows Noveon caonot meet the limit of 155 mgfL ammonia year-round. The Board does not 
agree tbat simply because the Agency calculated a theoretical level that is higher than what 
Noveon actually discharges, Noveon should be permitted to discharge up to that amount. 
Accordingly, the Board limits Noveon's maximum ammonia concentration to 155 mg!L. The 
Board also includes the requirement that Noveon install aud operate a high-rate multi-port 
diffuser and requires that the diffuser be designed to achieve a dispersion rate necessary to meet 
the applicable ammonia nitrogen water quality standards at the edge of the mixing zone and ZTD 
as will be defined by the Agency. 

The Board drafts this adjusted standard so that it tenninates after seven years. This 
period of time will allow Noveon to complete the installation of the multi-port diffuser and 
perform water quality monitoring and reporting obligations required by this adjusted standard, 
The Board also notes 1hat in seven years results of the water quality monitoring will be in and 
new, more economically reasonable technology may become available and revisiting the 
ammonia nitrogen issue at that time will be beneficial 

The Board uses the language Noveon proposed in Alternative 3, applies the proposed 
summer standard as a year-round limit, imposes a sunset provision, and adds moJlitoring and 
reporting requirements. Any non-substantive changes are intended to bring this order into 
conformity with the Board's usual drafting style in adjusted standards. 

CONCLUSION 

The Board grants Noveon relief from the ammonia effluent limit found at Section 
304.122(b) of the Board's regulations at its facility in Henry, Marshall County. Noveon remains 
subject to the water quality limits found at Section 304.105 and conditions included in the 
Board's order. The relief is effective as ofthe date ofth.is order. 

This opinion constitutes the Board1s findings of fact and conclusions oflaVf. 
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ORDER 

1. This adjusted standard will expire on November 4, 2011. 

2. Noveon is hereby granted an adjusted standard from 35ll1. Adm. Code 
304.122(b). Pursuant ~o this adjusted standard, 35 ill. Adm. Code 304.122 shall 
not apply to the discharge of effluent into the illinois River from the Nov eon plant 
located at 1550 County Road, 850 N., in Henry, minois as regards ammonia 
nitrogen. The granting of tbis adjusted standard is contingent upon the following 
conditions: 

3. Noveon must not discharge calculated total ammonia nitrogen at concentrations 
greater than 155 mg/L from its Henry, lllinois plant into the Illinois River. 

4. Discharge into the Illinois River shall occur through a high-rate, multi-port 
diffuser desigxted to achieve an effluent dispersion necessary to meet the 
applicable ammonia nitrogen water quality standards at the edge of the ntixing 
zone and zone of initial dilution (ZID). Noveon must install the multi-port 
diffuser within one year of issuance of its revised NDPES pennit. 

5. Morutoring Reqcirements: Noveon must monitor ammonia nitrogen in the 
illinois River on a quarterly basis to demonstrate compliance with the applicable 
ammonia water quality standards in accordance with 35 Til Adm. Code 302.212. 
The monitoring must commence within 30 days of the installation of the multi
port ruffuser and continue until the tennination of this adjusted standard. The 
monitoring results must be reported to the Agency in the annual report described 
in section (6)(c), below. 

6. New Production Methods and Technologies 

a. Novcon must continue to investigate production methods and technologies 
that generate less ammonia in Noveon's discharge into the lllillois River. 
Where practicable, Noveon must substitute current methods or 
technologies with new ones so long as the substitution generates less 
ammonia in Noveon's discharge. 

b. Noveon must perform any reasonable test of new tecbnologically or 
economically reasonable production methods or materials applicable to the 
specialty chemicals manufacturing process, which may reduce ammonia 
concentration in the discharge from Novcon's facility which the lllinois 
Environmental Protection Agency (Agency) specifically requests in 
writing that they do. 

c. Noveon must prepare and submit each year an annual report summa..Tizing 
the activities and results of these investigatory efforts. The annual report 
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must be submitted to the Agency, Bureau of Water, Compliance and 
Enforcement Section. 

7. Noveon must operate in full compliance with the Clean Water Act~ its National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program. the Board's water pollution 
regulations, and any other applicable regulation. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Section 41(a) of the Environmental Protection Act provides that 'final Board orders may 
be appealed directly to tile illinois Appellate Court within 35 days after the Board serves the 
order. 415 n..cs S/41(a) (2002); see also 35lll. Adm. Code 101.300(d)(2), 101.906, 102.706. 
lllinois Supreme Court Rule 335 establishes filing requirements that apply when the Illinois 
Appellate Court, by statute, directly reviews administrative orders. 172 lli. 2d R.. 335. 1"he 
Board's procedural rules provide that motions for the Board to reconsider or modify its final 
orders may be filed. with the Board wi"Jlin 35 days after the order is received. 35 m. Adm. Code 
101.520; see also 35 ill. Adm. Code 101.902, 102.700, 102.702. 

I. Dorothy M. Gunn, Clerk of the llliuois Pollution Control Board, certify that the Board 
adopted the above opinion and order on November 4, 2004, by a vote of 5-0. 

~A.~ 
Dorothy M. Gunn. Clerk 
illinois Pollution Control Board 
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'v Illinois Department of 
Natural Resources 

,. ~ One Natural Resources Way • Springfield, Illinois 62702·1271 
~ httpJ/dnr.state.il.us 

July 14, 2005 

SUBJECT: 

Mr. Dave Giffin 
Noveon, Inc. 

Permit No. DS2005058 
Multi port Wastewater Outfall Diffuser System 
Illinois River (Mile 198), Marshall County 

1550 County Road 1450N 
Henry, Illinois 61537-9706 

Dear Mr. Giffin: 

Rod R. Blagojevich, Governor 

Joel Brunsvold, Director 

Enclosed is Illinois Department of Natural Resources, Office of Water Resources 
Permit No. DS2005058 authorizing the subject project. This permit does not 
supersede any other federal, state or local authorizations that may be required for 
the project. 

If any changes in the plans or location of the work are found necessary, revised 
plans should be submitted promptly to this office so that they may receive 
approval before work thereon is begun. When the work is done, please provide 
written notification that the project has been completed in accordance with the 
approved plans and conditions of the permit. 

Please feel free to contact me at 217n82-4426 if you have any questions 
conceming this authorization. 

Sincerely, 

H ~\fJ~~~L~ nM 

7Y '" 
Michael L. Diedrichsen, P.E. 
Acting Manager, Downstate Regulatory Programs 

JB:GRC:MLD:crw 
Enclosure 
cc: AquAeTer, Inc. / 

Massman Construc1ion Co. 
Horner & Shifrin, Inc. 
City of Henry . 
M h II C t H

. Ptinnted ~ recj'cl~d and recyclable paper 
ars a oun y 19 way uepartment 

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (James Allison) 
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PERMIT NO. DS2005058 
DATE: July 14, 2005 

State of Illinois 
Department of Natural Resources, Office of Water Resources 

Permission is hereby granted to: 

NOVEON, INC. 
1550 COUNTY ROAD 1450N 

HENRY, ILLINOIS 61537-9706 

to construct a multi port wastewater diffuser outfall on the western side of the Illinois River (Mile 198) 
in the Northeast% of Section 10, Township 13 North, Range 10 East of the 41

h Principal Meridian in 
Marshall County, 

in accordance with an application dated January 28, 2005, Massman Construction Company's letter 
dated June 22, 2005 and the plans and specifications entitled: 

NOVEON, INC; HENRY, ILLINOIS; MULTIPORT WASTEWATER OUTFALL DIFFUSION SYSTEM 

(Plan Sheets 1 - 5 of 5 and Technical Specifications Booklet, Dated June 2005). 

" Examined and Recommended: 

H<.L..J/;;/~,~!1't 
Michael L. Diedrichsen, Acting Manager 
Downstate Regulatory Programs 

:a Recomme::d 

~ctor 
Office of Water Resources 

JorartJnSVOid:Director 
Department of Natural Resources 

This PERMIT is sub·ect to the terms and s ecial conditions contained herein. 
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PERMIT NO. DS2005058 

THIS PERMIT IS SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 

1) This permit is granted in accordance with the Rivers, Lakes and Streams Act "615 ILCS 5." 

2) This permit does not convey title to the permittee or recognize title of the permittee to any submerged or other lands, 
and furthermore, does not convey, lease or provide any right or rights of occupancy or use of the public or private 
property on which the activity or any part thereof will be located, or otherwise grant to the permittee any right or 
interest in or to the property, whether the property is owned or possessed by the State of Illinois or by any private or 
public party or parties. 

3) This permit does not release the permittee from liability for damage to persons or property resulting from the work 
covered by this permit, and does not authorize any injury to private property or invasion of private rights. 

4) This permit does not relieve the permittee of the responsibility to obtain other federal, state or local authorizations 
required for the construction of the permitted activity; and if the permittee is required by law to obtain approvals from 
any federal or other state agency to do the work. this permit is nQt "'ffP-ctiv£> !.Inti! !he feder~! znd state <:pprovals arc 
obtained. 

5) The permittee shall, at the permittee's own expense, remove all temporary piling, cofferdams, false work, and 
material incidental to the construction of the project. If the permittee fails to remove such structures or materials, 
the Department may have removal made at the expense of the permittee. 

6) In public waters, if future need for public navigation or other public interest by the state or federal government 
necessitates changes in any part of the structure or structures, such changes shall be made by and at the expense of 
the permittee or the permittee's successors as required by the Department or other properly constituted agency, 
within sixty {60) days from receipt of written notice of the necessity from the Department or other agency, unless a 
longer period of time is specifically authorized. 

7) The execution and details of the work authorized shall be subject to the review and approval of the Department. 
Department personnel shall have the right of access to accomplish this purpose. 

8) Starting work on the activity authorized will be considered full acceptance by the permittee of the terms and 
conditions of the permit. 

9) The Department in issuing this permit has relied upon the statements and representations made by the permittee; if 
any substantive statement or representation made by the permittee is found to be false, this permit will be revoked; 
and when revoked, all rights of the permittee under the permit are voided. 

10) In public waters, the permittee and the permittee's successors shall make no claim whatsoever to any interest in any 
accretions caused by the activity. 

11) In issuing this permit, the Department does not ensute the adequacy of the design or structural strength of the 
structure or Improvement. 

12) Noncompliance with the conditions of this permit will be considered grounds for revocation. 

13) If the construction activity permitted is not completed on or before December 31. 2008, this permit shall cease and be 
null and void. When all work is constructed, the permittee shall notify the Department so that a final inspection can 
be completed. 
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~ Illinois Department of 
Natural Resources Rod R. slagojevich. Governor 
----------------------------------------------------
One Natural Resources Way • Springfield, Illinois 62702-1271 
http://dnr.state.il.us 

PUBLIC NOTICE 

Proposed Multipart Effluent Diffuser Outfall 

Joel Brunsvold, Director 

March 15, 2005 

on the Western Side of the Illinois River in Marshall Countv 

Notice is hereby given all interested parties that an application has been received 
from Noveon, Inc., 1550 County Road 1450N, Henry, Illinois 61537-9706 for a 
permit authorizing the construction of a multipart effluent diffuser outfall to 
supplement their existing single port diffuser. The outfalls will serve to diffuse 
treated effluent from Noveon's wastewater treatment facilities and the City of 
Henry's wastewater treatment facilities. The modification of the outfall is being 
required by the Illinois Pollution Control Board. As indicated on the map on the 
reverse side of this notice, the outfall is located two miles upstream from Henry on 
the western side of the Illinois River (River Mile 198) in the Northeast 1A of Section 
10, Township 13 North, Range 10 East of the 4th Principal Meridian in Marshall 
County. 

The plans show that the proposed work consists of constructing a new manhole 
on the river bluff just northwest of the existing outfall manhole and installing a 1 0" 
diameter diffuser pipe extending approximately 15' into the river. The diffuser pipe 
is to be anchored on the riverbed with a pile bent support system. The pipe is to 
have four-3" diameter diffuser ports spaced 3' apart and angled 45° up from the 
tiverbed. 

No ·.voik is to be commenced or completecl on this project unless and until the ••· · 
permit is issued. Local authorization may also be required for this project. 

Inquiries may be directed to Mike Diedrichsen at 217/782-4426. All interested 
parties are invited to submit written statements regarding the proposed work to the 
above address by April 5, 2005. 

•: 

Printed on recycled and recyclable paper 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

2 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

I 

27 

28 

29 

STATION: Various 
RIVER MILE: Illinois River 
CREWID: JMC, NJC, MRC 
ROATIO: Landau 
START FROM: REW 

VELOCITY !FLOW MEASUREMENT 
FIELD DATA FORM 

PAGE: __ l _ _ OF __ _ 

LE\V 

CLIENT 
.JOB NO. 

Novcon, Inc. 
051415/4 

(circle one) 

DATE SAMI)LING STATTON TOTAL READING TIME REVS IN ST. 
TIME DEPTH DEPTH INTERVAL SETTING 

(military) (ft) (ft) (sees) (n.o.) (mult.) 

10/25/2005 7:51 Upstream 9.7 7.76 44.25 9 

10/25/2005 Upstream 9.7 6.8 43.5 10 

10/25/2005 7:56 Upstream 9.7 2.94 42.1 II 

10/2512005 8:20 DS II A 8.8 7.04 41.75 8 

10/25/2005 DSIIA 8.8 5.28 41.3 1 8 

10/25/2005 DSllA 8.8 1.76 43.13 10 

10/25/2005 8:35 DSIIB 16.2 12.96 41.66 7 

10/25/2005 DSIIB 16.2 9.72 40.41 7 

10/25/2005 DSIIB 16.2 3.24 42.34 10 

10/25/2005 8:47 DS11C II. I 8.88 41.85 8 

10/25/2005 II. I 6.66 43.78 7 

10/25/2005 8:50 DS I1D I I. I 2.22 42.75 II 

I 0/25/2005 9: 14 DSSOA 8.8 7.04 42.47 16 

I 0125/2005 DS50A 8.8 5.28 42.3 1 II 

I 0/25/2005 DS50A 8.8 1.76 42.78 Il 

10/25/2005 14:52 DS500 11.7 9.36 42.13 4 

10/25/2005 DS500 11.7 7.02 44.09 7 

1012512005 DS500 11.7 2.34 41.19 7 

COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS: 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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IN ST. 
TYPE 

Price AA 

Price AA 

Price AA 

Price AA 

Price AA 

Price AA 

Price AA 

Price AA 

Price AA 

PriceAA 

PriceAA 

Price AA 

PriceAA 

Price AA 

Price AA 

Price AA 

Price AA 

Price; AA 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

STATION: 
RIVER MILE: 
CREW ID: 
BOA TID: 
START FROM: 

DATE SAMPLING 
TIME 

(military) 

{[,. 2\ 7if/ 
JO 1~ 

1u L r 7/)6J 
/ .._. 

•t/ --u~· I w • DSZG 

; 

}1>/7) ()~\; ') 
I 

0(..'4 l 

0~'70 
/)q J 4-

/ '{) 'L 

0/.121 

VELOCITY/FLOW MEASUREMENT 
FmLD DATA FORM 

PAGE: OF __ _ 

REW LEW 
(circle one) 

DIST. TO TOTAL READING 
REW/LEW DEPTH DEPTH 

(ft) (ft) (ft) 

:1 3 t1l!" h""VJ>•• .. ',,~y( 7, 7 17 J6tl 
r.~ P.5' k .l: ," 1, 7 6 ,~ 

71 "1 7 I '11 

D7 11/.\ /.04}\ 
'7.z..?h \ 
/11:)4-

P?/\~ It~· . L /2./)(:: ~ , 
9'. 1~~ 
5 .zA + 1 

b~JI C f1~ I c:) p,i-< I f) . •i + 
~. t;b t I 

lb51/ C> z.zz J- ! 
i.-:6 t:;G ()... Q~ 1D4 J,. I 

L' . "' 
.:.;,1i~l 
i' 1(, .t -, 

()5 c;CiJ t t,l '1 1 1~ I--f 

l ,0: f I 

z, 3;1 t 1 

CLIENT 
JOB NO. 

TIME 
INTERVAL 

(sees) 

.'-J '--~. z s-
LJ 3, 'iv 
(./z. IC 

--. 

41.1\ 
d-1. 2.1 

c}- :z,"" ' 7? 
q),&.'t; 

4t.41 
42.34--
41 I{'") 
-4t 7fJ 
Lj Z.,--"! 5 
4Z .'t7 
4z.?r 
4?11{;. 
'-t z., I ~ 
J.1t.{,O'J 
t.f /t 10 

REVS INST. 
SETTING 

(n.o.) (mult.) 

9 I 
I(/ I 
J/ I 

--- -9[ J 

9, 
Jn 

1 
-1 

10 
'fj 

7 
I t 
Ito 
il .,, 
~ 
-7 
7 

INST. 
TYPE 

(1(, t.<. /(A 

P . .4A 
p -/1A· 

COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS: t / s· , ~ ,,, t i'..P5 ,~ afh .~f.,. J a 1 r 2<! ( ht c o..h(_ 
be i"' !, Is C(+- D. t' ?+- .:,('IJ ei-.'IZ f't.A .~ I I J,. slv.---1 
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WATER QUALITY MEASU REMENTS 
CLI ENT: Noveon, Inc. SHEET OF 2 
JOB NUMBER· 051415 

DATE TIME LOCATION LOCATION DEPTH TEMP. CONO. pH DO 
(military) IN CHANNEL TOTAL SAMPLE 

(REW, MTD, 
LEW, etc.) (ft) (ft) (OC) (mS/cm ) (S.U.) (mg/L) 

l 0/25/2005 8:05 Upstream REW 9.7 7 76 13.40 0.779 8.88 8.87 

10/25/2005 8:04 9.7 5.8 13.46 0.780 8.88 8.88 

10/25/2005 8:04 9.7 1.94 13.50 0.780 8.88 8.86 

10125/2005 8:22 DSliA REW 8.8 7 13.44 0.782 8.85 8.46 

I 0/25/2005 8.8 4.8 13.42 0.781 8.85 8.61 

I 0/25/2005 8.8 1.6 13.45 0.781 8.86 8.80 

I 0/25/2005 8:37 DS I IB REW 16.2 13 13.42 0.782 8.85 8.4:! 

I 0/2512005 16.2 9.7 13.43 0.781 8.84 8.64 

I 0/2512005 8:39 16.2 3.2 13.42 0.782 8.85 8.76 

10/25/2005 8:49 DSII C REW II. I 8.9 13.37 0.781 8.84 8.33 

I 0/25/2005 ILl 6.7 13.38 0.781 8.84 8.67 

10/25/2005 II. I 2.2 13.39 0.781 8.85 8.79 

10/25/2005 9:15 8.8 7 13.37 0.783 8.84 9.02 

10/25/2005 8.8 5.3 13.36 0.783 8.85 8.92 

10/25/2005 8.8 1.8 13.38 0.783 8.86 9.00 

10/25/2005 12:47 I 14.38 1.028 8.59 9.76 

10/25/2005 3 14.29 0.975 8.65 9.60 

10125/2005 s 14.23 0.891 8.64 9.44 

10/25/2005 7 14.17 0.946 8.63 9.41 

10125/2005 9 14.08 0.898 8.65 9.36 

10/25/2005 II 13.20 0.786 8.65 9.23 

I 0/25/2005 13:07 I 14.05 0.786 8.75 10.47 

10/25/2005 3 13.98 0.786 8.74 9.82 

10/25/2005 5 13.95 0.787 8.73 9.74 

10125/2005 7 13.86 0.787 8.72 9.65 

10/25/2005 9 13.83 0.787 8.72 9.62 

10/25/2005 II 13.35- 13.7 0.786 8.72 9.43 

10125/2005 13:23 I 14.07 0.787 8.77 10.96 

10/25/2005 3 14.05 0.786 8.77 10.07 

10/25/2005 5 14.02 0.786-0.9 8.76 9.78 

10125/2005 7 13.83 0.786 8.75 9.69 
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WATER QUALITY MEASUREMENTS 
CLIENT: Noveon, Inc. SHEET 2 or: 2 
JOB NUMBER· 051415 

DATE TIME tOO.TION LOCATION DEPTH TEMP. COND. pH DO 
(military) IN CHANNEL TOTAL SAMPLE 

(REW, MJ.D, 
LEW, etc.) (ft) (ft) (OC) (mS/cm) (S.U.) (mg!L) 

10/25/2005 9 13.66 0.786 8.75 9.57 

14: 11 I 14.22 0.971 8.74 10.66 

14:12 3 14. 12 0.905 8.73 10.00 

14:12 5 14.03 0.87 1 8.72 9.86 

14:13 7 13.98 0.872 8.73 9.77 

14:13 9 13.80 0.875 8.73 9.64 

14:14 II 13.02 0.786 8.73 9.44 

14:46 500' I 14. 17 0.787 8.83 10.55 

14:47 3 14.07 0.789 8.80 10. 19 

14:47 5 13.85 0.823 8.78 9.86 

14:48 7 13.69 0.824 8.77 9.75 

14:49 9 13.48 0.814 8.76 9.57 

15:30 l 14. 13 0.797 8.82 10. 14 

J 14.08 0.798 8.82 10. 19 

5 13.77 0.796 8.79 9.81 

7 13.63 0.802 8.77 964 

15:32 9 13.42 0.791 8.76 9.64 

II 13.30 0.790 8.76 9.67 

15:33 13 13.24 0788 8.75 9.65 
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WATER QUALITYMEASUJU:MENTS 
CLIENT: 
JOB NUMBER· 

DATE TIME LOCATION LOCATION DEPTH 
(military) IN CHANNEL TOTAIJ 

v., .y-,::..11• 
1
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hi, II A 
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i I ' 
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SHEET OF 
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(_) _) (S.U.) (mg/L) 

I? 7 , '
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• .- ) l t...' ? p 01; :n r1 ) 

.., <S n t . 1 t.J / _ J , ~ t v 'L 
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13, 1:: l- (~· C)/ (.) o, 7 Z- 1 v 

0, 787 

9, l:.. '1, '{J 
l t-L o 7 c. '1 ~7 

;q, \)7_ 

!J. 7 h t~. 7 'i / ,57 
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WATER QUALITY MEASlmEMENTS 
CLIENT: SHEET OF 
JOB NUMBER· 

DATE TIME LOCATION LOCAT10N DEPffi TEMP. COND. pH DO TIDE 
(military) IN CHANNEL TOTAL/ 

(REW,MID, SAMPLE 
LEW, etc.) (ft) (0_) ~/_) (S.U.) (mg/L) 

tun)·& !e.f II I 
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)t-1~1 g _7 1 /3,l/i 0, ffZ.f t;. 71 "' 75 '7, 
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TADLE_. CALI BRATION LOG 

pH CONDUCTIVITY 00 
A UTO 
LOG OATT 

DATE TIME INSTRUMENT pH, TEMP pH, TEMP CONDo TEMP CONO, TEMP oo.~h•• TEMP D01oo~~n1 T EMP Do, .... TEMP Do, .... TEMP OFF (v) INITIALS COMMENTS 
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